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Reached Another Phase by But in the Meanwhile State- - Demonstration in Honor of Six Policemen, a Driver and Great Mining Case of Lin- Predicted That Prohibition
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Will Carry City by Vote
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Rough Rider President
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of Two to One
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JUDGE W. H. POPE

Important Water Rights Matters Democrats However Are Scrap- - Week Will Be Spent in Egypt's Entire Labor Movement in Phila Col. G. W. Prichard Represents Mass Meeting Held Sunday and
Ancient and Picturesque
Last Evening in National
delphia Appears to Be
Up- Before Territorial
Company Says Work Will
ping Among Themselves
Honors.
for
Guard Armory.
Continue.
Disintegrating.
Capital.
Engineer.
Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, March 24. The
Statehood Bill for New Mexico and
Arizona was called on the calendar
today but Senator Kean of New
sey, a member of the senate commit-h- e
tee on territories said that Senator
Beveridge was not present and had
not yet completed his report and
therefore asked that the bill go over
tomorrow. Senator Beveridge ap- until
j
peared in his seat three minutes later.
President Taft today sent to the
Senate the reappointment of Dr. Lu- cius E. Kittell to be postmaster at
Socorro.
j
Clark M. Carr of Albuquerque, has
joined the statehood boomers at the
national capital.
Delegate Andrews secured the
sage of the pension bill of Ralph R.
Riggs at Fort Bayard, Grant county,
Incorporation.
He also introduced a
$24 a month.
In the office of Territorial Secretary bill to pension Michael Reilly of the
Nathan Jaffa incorporation papers Seventh U. S. Infantry, at $30 a
were filed today by the Artesia Pente- month.
costal Church of the Nazarene of ArRailroad Bill Amended.
tesia, Eddy county. The incorporators
Washington, March 24. The adminand trustees are: James S. Sharp, A. istration railroad bill, largely amendW. Wilde, 0. Vashell, Susan A. King, ed in committee, was ordered favorAddie F. Sharp, Eda T. Brown, John ably reported today by the House comHook, Norah Hudgeane, Sarah L. mittee on interstate commerce.
Hook, Condon B. King, Esther J.
New Rules Committee.
Hook, J. S. Raley, V. C. King, John
Washington, March 24. The new
W, Huscher.
rules committee of the House, if last
Appointed on Board of Embalmers.
night's Republican caucus selections
Governor Mills today appointed aro ratified, will havp the fnllnwinz
Thomas A. Johnson of East Las Ve- - Republicans: Dalzell of Pennsylva-gas- ,
a member of the board of em- - nia, chairman; Smith of Iowa;
vice J. C. McArthur.
j irenee
of Massachusetts ; Fassett of
Good Roads Commissioners.
iNew York; Smith, of California;
Mills yesterday afternoon j tell of Illinois; Democrats: Clark of
appointed Numa S. Reymond Ol Las Missouri; Underwood of Alabama;
Cruces, at present with his family Fitzgerald of New York, and Dixon of
in Geneva, Switzerland, and Major L. j Indiana. Leaders on both sides
Mancini, formerly of Roswell l'ect great things from the new com-an- d
now in business at London, com-- ' mittee. Even some of the regular Re- missioners to represent New Mexico publicans concede that the enlargein
at the International Good Roads Con- motif P n nnmmiffnn i c n d
gress at Brussels, the capital of Bel- tne ngnt direction.
Democrats are Now Scrapping
gium. The congress convenes on May
1.
Washington, March
Democrats continued today their ex-Notary Public Appointed,
Governor Mills today
appointed pressions of opposition to the election
Robert N. Williams of Texico, Curry of Mr. Fitzgerald as one of the Dem- ocratic members of the committee. It
county, a notary public.
is predicted that a contest will be
Arrest by Mounted Police.
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez waged over the lece"tion. Mr. Fitz- n'hn vntprl
corals loH tho Tlomnra-ntyesterday at Coyote, Rio Arriba counme
OI
ruies
Ior
lne
present
adoption
Morsin
arrester!
on the
ty,
uuigencio
' when
but has
organized,
Congress
of
and
into
robbing
charge
breaking
store of J. B. Mahboub at Coyote, voted with his party since. SomeMorsin was held in $500 for the grand are arguing for the selection of Repof New York in

Governor Mills will leave for Las
Vegas on Saturday and will return on
Monday. The following morning he
will leave for Albuquerque for the re- ception to be tendered him by the
Club. From Albuquerque
goes to Las Cruces where he will
be the guest of honor at a reception
He will also visit El
and banquet.
Paso and expects to return to the cap- ital on April 4 or 5.
Lincoln County Seat Controversy,
Judge John R. McFie, upon petition
of Attorney Thomas B. Catron last
evening issued a tern orary order of
injunction against the board of coun-- .
ty commissioners of Lincoln county,
restraining it from proceeding witn
the construction of a court house and
jail at Carrizozo. The order was
upon petition of the citizens
of Lincoln, the former county seat.

Philadelphia. Pa., March 24. Disin-beetegration of the general strike called
to aid the trolley men of the Philadel-metropoliphia Rapid Transit Company contiu-th- e
"ed today. Hundreds of mill hands
employed in the textile industries returned to work and the building oper- ations were resumed in many parts
of the city. The striking street car
men are standing almost alone, but
they have resolved to continue the
fight. The traction company continues to increase its car service.

Cairo, Egypt, March 24 This has
Roosevelt day in Cario. The old
and new civilization of the Egyptian
are
to give
a
welcome
American
distinguished
that in cordiality and enthusiasm sur- passed that received toy any other
foreigner within the memory of the
The train from
present generation.
Luxor, bearing Colonel Roosevelt and
members of his family, arrived about
8 o'clock and the visitor's first view
of the capital was across a sea of
faces that appeared to surprise the

j

pas-grant-

j

'

j

former president. Hundreds of
iens were in the crowd and the demon- si ration was tremendous as the presi- dent 'alighted from the train. The
Roosevelts immediately were driven
to Speard's hotel where another big
crowd was in waiting and another
noisy demonstration occurred. The
guests at the hotel included many
Americans, and from every flagstaff on
or near the buildings the stars and
stripes were flying. Indeed, the whole
city, ancient and modern, Christian
and Moslem, was ablaze with American flags. This afternoon a state coach
called for Mr. Roosevelt and conveyed him to the Abdin Palace, where he
was reecived by Abbas Hilmi, the
Khedive of Egypt.
The Roosevelts
will remain here a week, and the pro-gram of entertainments and sight- -'
seeing arranged will keep them busy.
The Roosevelts will said for New York
from Southampton on June 10.
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Anti-Jur- y

WALSH IS HOME MUCH
IMPROVED IN HEALTH.
on Him Upon Arrival
in Washington in Suit for
$250,000 Damages.
Washington, D. C, March 24. In

Papers Served

far better condition than when he left
San Antonio, Texas, where he went for
the benefit of his health, Tomas F.
millionaire,
the Coloraoo
Walsh,
reached here today. Mr. Walsh was
UP and dressed when his special train
pulled in, and he wa at once driven
in his automobile to his home.
Demands Quarter Million Dollars.
Washington, D. C, March 24 A
quarter million dollars of damages for
alleged libel and conspiracy are de-rmanded Of Thomas F. Walsh, the
muie uwuci ui uiuiauu emu
ington, in a suit filed today, by Deth-tv- ,
lef C. Hansen, a New York lawyer.
Hansen alleges that Mr. Walsh caused
to be published in a Denver newsparesentative Sulzer
jury.
his place.
per in July, 1905, a statement in which
District Court.
to Explain High Prices.
Cattlemen
it is alleged he referred to Hansen as
In district court yesterday afterMarch 24. The Senate a "black mailer and a perjurer."
Washington,
noon, the jury returned a verdict of committee
investigating ;the high
not guilty in the case of the territory
prices of food products has arranged
vs. Benjamin Tucker indicted for lar- to
take testimony of the cattle rais
ceny through a second person, Ella ers at the hearing on nest Tuesday,
ATLANTIC
Akers, a girl, whom it was alleged, 'cattlemen from Texas, New Mexico
he compelled to steal from her par-- and Colorado, will be heard,
ents for him.
This forenoon the trial of Gus.
WILL BRING ORDER
a well known St. Louis baseball
OUT OF CONFUSION.
player, was taken up. Hetling ' is
charged with assault with intent to Traveling Auditor Safford wni in- - Pennsylvania Is Quietly Buy
stall Uniform Set of Books in
rape, it being alleged that the deed
in
V

24.-Nu- merous

s

i

1

was committed on a iSanta Fe passenger train. Quite a number of witnesses are here from a distance.
Water Rights Matters.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan has approved the following applications for water rights: Melodie
& Thomson, a partnership composed
of A. D. Thomson and Antoine J.
Meloche of Raton, Colfax county, for
30 second feet of the Chicorico in that
county, for the storage of 5,000 acre
feet to reclaim 2,160 acres. The project is to cost $80,000. An earth dam
6 feet high and 1167 feet long at the
top is to be built in Una de Gato
,

,

creek.
The application of Forest
of Albuquerque,

for

12

S.

Cart-wrig-

second

feet from an arroyo in Tijeras canon
was approved. The project is to cost
$53,672 and it is proposed to store
acre feet with a dam 50 feet high,
1387 feet long at the top and 1,080 feet

5

long

at the bottom.

and J. D. Hand of Las
Vegas, have made duplicate filings of
all of their projects on the Pecos and
tributaries so as to comply with-thAct of 1897, although It Is believed
that the act does not apply in this
case.
April 9, has been set for a hearing
of the application of the Sandia Land
and Improvement Company of Albuquerque for the surplus waters of
Tijeras canon in Sandoval county.
A. A. Jones

(Continued on Page Eight.)

in Albuquerque.
Albuquerque, N. M., . March

24.

With the completion of his work here
in checking over the books of the district clerk's office, checking out Mr.
Venable and checking in Mr. Maddi-son- ,
the new clerk, Traveling Auditor
Charles V. Safford will install in the
clerk's office here the first of a uniform set of books which will be put
in all district clerk's offices in New
Mexico. There has been more or less
confusion in the past in these offices
because of lack of uniformity in the
bookkeeping system and this will be
corrected. The new system will also
provide a means of making the quarterly report with the least possible
labor to the clerks and with the greatest possible assurance of accuracy.
"The accounts in various departments and institutions are rapidly
coming into first class shape," said
the traveling
auditor .. yesterday.
"Quite recently we have completed
the installation of new, modern and
efficient accounting systems in the

ing Up Holdings
Santa Fe

WILL CONTROL

34,000

anti-jur- y
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Ultimate Aim Is to Merge Two!
CANT
Most Important Railroads in
the World.
The call
this morning says: "The Pennsylvania railroad is headed for the Pacific
coast. It is preparing to make its
way to California through the agency
of the Santa Fe, and the plan is said
to contemplate the ultimate union of
the two companies. For the present,
the Pennsylvania has begun the pur-chase of Santa Fe stock on an exten- sive scale. It proposes to dominate
the affairs of the western road and
thus acquire through tracking from
ocean to ocean.
"It is known that the directors of
the Pennsylvania regard any announcement at this time as premature
as the plans have not progressed suf
ficiently to warrant any definite statement. There Is every evidence however, that the Pennsylvania lines have
taken over the Harriman holdings in
the Santa Fe to the amount of
Such merger would give a
total trackage of thirty-fou- r
thousand
miles. It would bring into being the
San Francisco, March

24.

FLY IN A
HIGH ALTITUDE.

Mexican Aviator Makes Novel Experiments With Buzzards Brought
From Sea Level.
Mexico City, March 24. AJberte
Braniff. Mexican aviat, has aban
doned his experiments here and shipped his aeroplane to Vera Cruz.
Braniff never succeeded in flying high
nor in staying long in the air. He
brought t buzzards here from Vera
Cruz. He turned them loose. They
invariably made short flights and close
to the ground. Half the birds died
upon alighting. This proved, Braniff
says, the impossibility of flying at

this altitude.
territorial penitentiary, the University of .New Mexico, the Agricultural
KING MENELIK REPORTED
College, the Deaf and Dumb school
TO BE DYING
and other territorial institutions."
The traveling auditor is also makRegent Who Takes Over Reins of Gov
ing constant Improvement in the bookernment in Abyssinia is Friendly
keeping systems of the various county
to Foreigners.
treasuries. He says that with recent
Addis Abeba, Abyssinia, March 24.
innovations Installed here the local
King Menelik is said to be dying.
county treasurer's office is enabled to
Ras Tesama, the regent, with the ap
furnish complete check on every item strongest competitor that has ever proval of the
principal chiefs, took
passing through the office at an in- confronted the Southern Pacific and over the reins of government today.
v
stant's notice.
Union Pacific."
lt
The safety of foreigners Is assured
0.

g

the principal speakers. Chief Justice
Pope began by saying that when he
was asked to make this address, he
had hesitated for a momenet. He had
kept free from taking part in political
matters, but when he considered that
the present issue was not a matter
of politics, but of public morals, he
came to the conclusion that it was
not only his duty to aid as he could,
but that he would be a coward not
to do so.
He referred to the fact that a great
American, a man who had three times
been a candidate for the presidency,
had spoken in this very hall, and on
the question of public morals. This
man, W. J. Bryan, had earnestly counselled the members of his party not to
become entangled in the net of the
saloons, to keep the party free from
the whisky taint.
In taking up the strictly moral side
of the question, Judge Pope said that
were it not for the fact that the saloon trade .was recruited from the
youth of the land it. would die of itself. This constituted one of the great
dangers of the saloon, In reaching out
for the youth' of the land, both boys
and girls, affecting and ruining both
sexes. He appealed to the fathers
and mothers to avert this great dan- -
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mine is in Lincoln county, New Mexico, and is known as one of the Parsons group of mines, situated 1S5
miles due south of Santa Fe. Colonel

W. Prichard, the former attorney
is counsel for the mining
general,
Dynamite on Car Tracks.
and James G. Fitch is reprecompany
24.
March
While
Philadelphia, Pa.,
the
Hamilton
the desenting
returning from a riot call in the north- fendants in the case. heirs,
Great
interest
eastern section of the city today, a
is being manifested in the decision
patrol wagon was badly damaged by which
will mean that men and money
dynamite which exploded under the will be used
lo develop a mine that
vehicle. Six policemen, the driver and
is regarded as probably the largest
a sergeant were thrown to the street
and badly cut and bruised. It is be- gold property in the southwest.
The mine has been experted by a
lieved that the dynamite was placed
on the car track by strike sympathiz- number of competent mining engiers with the purpose of damaging a neers and has been uniformally proa very rich property. There
street car and that the patrol wagon nounced
75 to 100 or more mining claims
are
accionly figured in the explosion
in the group of mines and the main
It was announced that a
dentally.
is the Hopeful mine, a ledge
property
men
of
will
be
union
general meeting
low
of
gold ore supposed to be
grade
held on Sunday to consider the advisa-bilita thousand feet in width and having
of calling off the general strike.
a uniform value.. One English estimate shows there are 113,000,000 tons
SUCH
CORRUPTION
AS
of this ore which is worth $3 a ton.
MEW MEXICO NEVER KNEW.
When asked about the legal aspects
of the case which he will have to arFixing Crusade Had to Be gue before the supreme court in
Inaugurated to Prevent the MisWashington next month Colonel Prichard said today:
carriage of Justice.
"The question involved in this in
Pittsburg, Pa., March 24. Nine vestment relates to a trusteeship.
taking money for their votes, appeared Several years ago H. B. Hamilton, a
before Judge R. S. Fraser and aftet prominent lawyer of New Mexico and
telling all they knew of the council- - one time on the bench, undertook in
manic graft conspiracy, had sentences behalf of the Eagle Mining and Improving Company to' acquire titles to
postponed.
Besides these nine, William Brand, several claims involved in litigation.
former president of common council, Judge Hamilton secured titles to a
one of the ringleaders, according to number of interests for the company
those who confessed, has also made a but he died before a settlement was
statement, which is in the hands of effected between him and the com- the district attorney, J. C. Wrasson,
Then the Suit.
who is in the penitentiary, made his
"The company brought suit against
confession to the grand jury. He
his heirs to have
trus- wept like a child during his recital, ers. The heirs them declared
admitted the trustee
while John F. Klein, the
ship but presented a large claim
tried to soothe him.
against the company for alleged serv
from
statements
With complete
ices rendered which claims the comBrand, Wasson and Klein, the prin pany
disputed in part. These claims
district
attorney constitute
cipals, it is said, the
the litigation."
.
.
Colonel .Prichard said tfhat there
Qnri whilA nn names sr snve.n
are probably $175,000 invested in imout, Wasson's statement is said to
provements at the mine which will be
implicate prominent men.
the scene of much activity as soon
The opportunity to confess volun- as the case is
disposed of by the sutarily and receive postponed sentences preme court no matter what the decioi "immunity" has passed for those sion may be.
Those
who have not come forward.
indicted will be brought to, trial. The JOY RIDING
ENDS
first trial will begin Monday.
IN DOUBLE DEATH.
fixing crusade
Already an
athas been started by the district
But Another Proof That Automobile
j torney.
Yesterday five men were litSpeeding is a Most Dangerous
erally yanked from the court room by
Pastime,
said
is
It
detectives.
they
county
were busy with bribe money for jur-St. Louis, Mo., March 24. Jacob
ors, about the court house corridors.
Each man was put through a severe Muller and Ben McCool, his chauffeur,
examination and arrests of a number are supposed, to be in Capokia creek
m East St. Louis and three other men
:of others are predicted.
are in the hospital seriously injured
down
handed
were
No .indictments
j
as the result of a fast driven auto
by the grand jury, although they have
mobile
bills
for
striking a girder of the via
true
sufficient
evidence
duct over the creek early today. The
hundred.
more
a
half
than
against
These will be indicted, according to police are dragging the creek for the
tha assistant rlistript nttnrnev before bodies. The occupants of the machine
were taking a pleasure ide.
the end of the week.

Law-balmer-

"

Special to the New Mexican.
Roswell, N. M., March 24. At tho
ratification mass meeting last night in
favor of the "Citizens and License"
and Prohibition, the city ticket headed by Dr. George T. Veal for mayor,
was adopted. At the armory, nearly
a thousand women and children took
part and the vote was unanimous.
The band of the New Mexico Military
Institute played on the streets and
marched to the Armory, where hundreds of women, headed by the local
ministers, marched around and paraded the aisles of the Armory singing:
"Onward Christian Soldiers." There
were many boys and girls with banners: "Vote for me!". "Fight for us!"
"Vote right!" Dr. G. W. Alexander,
pastor of the First Presbyterian
church, formerly of Washington, D. C,
made the opening prayer. Many prominent citizens, including lawyers, physicians, ministers, police judge and
business men were on the platform.
Doctor Veal, the no license candidate for mayor, gave a clear statement of his policy as did former Attorney General V. C. Reid, who is the
nominee for "No License" alderman
from the second ward. Reid, who acknowledges that he is a Republican
scathingly attacked the Democrats and
the platform of that party in the forthThe last
coming municipal election.
speaker was C. J. Hall, known as
"The California Wizard," whom the
No License party had to address the
It is said that prohibition
meeting.
will carry two to one in Roswell oh
April 5.
Address By Chief Justice Pope.
At Sunday's meeting in the Armory
Chief Justice William H. Pope, Attorney Edward S. Gibbany, a
Missouri Democrat, and Mrs. C. E.
Mason, wife of the editor of the Democratic Roswell Daily Record, were

A law suit affecting the interests in
a gold mine reputed to be worth a
third of a billion dollars will come up
before the supreme court of the United States next month, when the final
decision in a legal fight will be given
and enable a mining company to go
ahead and develop its resources. The

ger from Roswell.

The speaker then took up and carefully analyzed some of the objections
advanced against prohibition. One
of these, he said, was that prohibition did not prohibit.
He asserted
that he knew the' public officials ot
Roswell, both in recent years and at
JERE F. LILLIS ADVISED
TO TAKE VACATION. present, he knew the kind of men who
constituted, the juries of the district,
Kansas City, March 24. Jere F. and he knew that if a No License law
was placed on the ordinance books of
Lillis, president of the Western Ex
the city that these men would enof
was
bank
who
this
at
change
city,
force
it. He referred to the gambling
tacked by John P. Cudahy, the mil
lionaire club man, three weeks ago in i law. One of the objections to it,
when gambling houses were running
Cudahy's home, left here on an in
definite vacation, but his destination up and down Main street, was that it
Now every
is only known by his relatives and could not be enforced.
business associates. W. T. Johnson, one knows that it is enforced as oth
attorney for Lillis, and vice president er laws are enforced.
No law prevents the crime at which
of the Western Exchange bank, announced the departure of Lillis but it is aimed. The laws, against murrefused to state where he was going. der do not prevent murders; laws
forms ; of crime do not
Physicians advised Lillis to take ' a against other
these
crimes entirely, but
prevent
rest.
long
they do cut them down to a minimum
and provide punishments for their vioNEW MEXICO POSTMASTER
;,;;.'.'..
ACCUUSED OF EMBEZZLEMENT. lation.
,

Enforcevlt."

And so it would" be with a
Trinidad, Colo., March 24. Harry
law. It would be enforced as
E. Kelley, postmaster at Lynn, New
other laws are enforced. He pledged
Mexico, is in jail here charged with that cases

having obtained between $3,000 to
by issuing postofflce orders to his
wife and creditors. The orders were
signed by Kelley and were honored
by banks and postofflces in this section. Kelley is a nephew of T. E.
ot
Kelley, former state treasurer
Kansas. '
$4,-00-

0

brought before the district
court would he (fairly and impartially
tried, and proved violators of such a
law would be punished Insofar as the
court could see to it '
The state of Kansas was referred
to as a fair example of the workings
-

'

(Continued on Page Three.)
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FOR HALF A. CENTURY

PHONE 36

THE LEADING
HOUSE

P. O. BOX 219

CRY GOODS

IN THE

CITY.

atre, announced this morning that the

Uieatre will be closed tonight, tomorrow and Saturday, because of holy
'
The theatre will reweek services.
smms-f-m'm"wwiii
open Sunday night with a new set of
pictures.
Do Not Miss It A. M. Thoronian,
high school principal at Cottonwood
Falls, Kan., says: "Professor Patty
last evening gave his lecture and
demonstrations. He had perhaps the
highest priced audience ever brought
together at the high school and every j
hearer went away delighted with the j
entertainment.' Professor Patty win
be at the high school hall tomorrow
night.
Federal
The
Building Repairs
workmen who have been working inside and outside of the federal building have departed and the warning
signs of "paint" have been removed.
The building has been thoroughly
overhauled and painted fresh, making
it look spick and span. Several thou- SI
sands of dollars have been expended
I
I
I
I IK 'if til' ii.Mt
'Rfe.YV
on these repairs which now are prac-- 1
tically finished. However, plumbers
are still engaged putting in enamel
42
2WHHM
wash basins
...vv,W,,r:W
the
And
still
Mercury Climbing
mercury is climbing.
Yesterday GC
degrees was reached in the afternoon
i
71 mm uuvvmw
ctji.. v .m
and the minimum was 39 degrees. The
iMMiinmtmuiihimm.
lowest temperature during the night
was 2 degrees above freezing and the
We carry everything you net-- In builderst Hardware from the wire
temperature at C o'clock this morning
screen on the front door to the outside knob on the kitchen door,
was 35. There was a light frost this II
Your houee or building, If propei ly "hard wared," will be much more
handsome t han if you give no care to the kind of "trimmings" you use,
morning and those who took a walk
before breakfast felt the need of a
WHEN IT S ANYTHING IN HARDWARE, WK HAVE IT.
top coat. A year ago today the maximum was 49 and the minimum
27.
l'lione
The sunshine "was 100 per cent,
We have it. one
B No. 14. If it's Hardware
but the forenoon was windy.

ANDWINDOWo
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Ladies Garments

Measure of the cloth and in
the style selected and a
FIT GUARANTEED
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Drink Caused the Murder Further
partculars of the murder of Mrs. H.
C. O'Rear at the mining camn
of
Kelly, Socorro count-- , have it that
"the killing was the result of a prolonged drunken carousal in which
various members of the family participated," according to the Albuquer
que Morning Journal. Ernest O'Rear
the 24 year old, unmarried son of the
deceased, is under arrest, charged
with the crime.
Strange Case Ends in District Court
Judge Wm. H. Pope in chambers at
Roswell, heard the case of H. C.
Lawyer against E. R. Gesler and E.
C. Slocum, all the parties being from
(Continued on Page Eight.)
Artesia. It was an unusual suit, the
plaintiff seeking to place the defend- FAMOUS DITCH CASE
ants in contempt for failure to obey
AMICABLY SETTLED.
an injunction of the court for selling
nursery stock when enjoined not to
Albuquerque, N. M., March 24.
do so. The defense was that the nurThe Alameda ditch controversy
sery stock was perishable and it had
to be sold or lost. The defense was which at one time threatened to become more or less serious and as a resustained by the court.
sult of which a considerable portion
of the male population of the village
Notice to Contractors.
was recently lodged in the county
Sealed bids for the erection of a
jail, has been amicably settled, in so
building to be known as Firemen's far as the arbitrators and
attorneys in
Hall, will be received by Frank the case are concerned.
Owen, chief of fire department at the
Sheriff Jesus Romero and the attoroffice of the Water and Light Co., unthe contending facneys
til 2 p. m., Wednesday, March 30th, tions representing
to Albuquerque yesterreturned
1910. Plans and specifications can be
day after having completed a signed
seen at the same office.
which all the parties at
The board of fire commissioners re- agreement by
bind themselves to refrain
interest
serve the right to reject any or all from
further trouble.
bids.
terms of this agreement
Under
THE BOARD OF FIRE COMMIS- work on the new
the
drainage canal is
SIONERS.
to those who
credit
given
suspended;
By A. M. DETTELBACH, Sea
have worked on the irrigation ditches,
no free water shall be supplied to the
commissioner or the mayor domo, an
VOTING CONTEST.
assistant mayor domo is to be appointThe Santa Fe New Mexican
ed and the water tax is to be reduced
will give the most popular
from ?2 to $1.50. In case of further
school teacher in Santa Fe
trouble, the agreement provides that
six box seats to see Madame
the matter shall be referred to a board
Le Brun Opera Company, April
of three arbitrators to be appointed
4th.
by the district court.
Ballot.
I cast my vote for

II
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Every garment made to
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Cre- A Republican From Now On
cenciano Martinez, a life long Demo-- '
crat, desires the New Mexican to an- notuice that from henceforth he will
affiliate with the Republican party, j
Real Estate Transaction J. W. Nor--1
nient has purchased from the Delgado
estate a tract of land that fronts 557
feet on Delgado street between the
Santa Fe river and Canon road. Mr.
Xorment is making extensive real es- tate purchases in ;Santa Fe being con-- j
fident that Santa Fe will advance and
grow mightily within the near future.
Theatre Closed Three Days Michael Stanton, manager of the Elks the-

.

Undertaker and Embalmer

BROS.

Suits, Skirts, Jackets, Capes,
Auto Coats, Rain Coats, Riding
Habits and One Piece Dresses.

24.

Rrnlpn fnr Mnrlprn fiottanft
nas Deen Droiien ior a moa-- i
em cottage to be erected on Hillside
avenue by Ireueo Delgado.

A. C. Gonzales.

OANON
ROAD

SEUHAN

ftrnnnH
ii round

ritorial penitentiary.
Republican Ticket at Raton The
Republicans have nominated the following city ticket at Raton: Mayor,
A. B. Streicher; city clerk, William L.
Oliver; treasurer, John L. Boyle; aldermen, Brnest Ruth, Louis Clausing,
Charles M. Bayne, Henry Jones,
George J. Pace and Francisco Gauna.
School directors, Frank Henning,
Jamees K. Hunt, George J. Pace and

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.

March

tonight.

Mi-(gu-

Sds

eds

Colo.,

Forecast for Xew Mexico:
Fair tonight and Friday with
local frost in north portion

tt

CAUL

Incorporated 1903.

MINOR CITY TOPICS

Marriage License Issued At Las
Vegas yesterday a marriage license
was issued to Abran Sena and Celsa
Montoya.
Unanimous in Favor of Bond Issue
Lake Arthur has voted a bond issue
for $2,000 for water works mainten
ance. Not a vote was cast against
the proposition.
Two Indictments at Socorro Daniel Archuleta was indicted at Socorro
for the murder of a man named Car-n- i
ody at. Jlagdalena, and Charles Leg-gefor criminal assault.
Irrigation Company Organized The
Pinavatitas Land and Irrigation Company has been organized in Union
county with headquarters at Clapham.
It intends to dam Pinavatitas creek
and irrigate 0,000 acres.
Ashby Pleads Guilty W. S. Ashby
has pleaded guilty in district court at
Socorro to the murder of B. A. Sipe,
a ranchman at Alama, in the west- ern part of the county. Ashby was a
tenant of Sipe's and the two men had
a dispute over crops.
Railroad Compromises Claim The
Santa Fe Railway Company has com
promised with Mrs. Sabino Romero of
Las Vegas, her claim for the death
of her husband, who was killed recently while at work as a section
hand. She received $2,500.
Candidates for Sheriff of oan Miguel
County Frank Chaves, Roman Gal- legos, Manuel Sanchez and A. A. Sena
are candidates for sheriff in San
county to fill the vacancy creat-je- d
by the resignation of Sheriff Cleo-fe- s
Romero who has accepted the po- -

Co.

Winter Grocery

Times-Union-

Established 1856.

Made to
Measure

solitaire
Florida

4, 1910.

BACKACHE

Pain along the back, dizziness, headache and general languor. Get a package of Mother Gray's AUSTRALIAN-LEAF- ,
the pleasant root and herb cure
for all Kidney, Bladder and Urinay
When you feel all run
troubles.
down, tired, weak and without energy
of
use this remarkable combination
nature's herbs and roots. As a regulator it has no equal. Mother Gray's
is sold by Druggists
Australian-Lea- f
or sent by mail for 50 cents. 'Sample
Co., Le Roy, N. Y.

UP.

Is resting where
She clasped her hands in praying.

WE GIVE CASH KEGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

Plaza, Santa Fe.

DAILY

WHEN SHE PRAYS.
We go to church, Maybelle and I,
On praying I am rather shy;
But she knows how,
And for me now,
I really hope she's praying.
Sne bends her little head so low,
Her hat's so big that I don't know,
Whether of me
Or just Bob Lee
She's thinking as she's praying.
And no one else seems so devout,
But when we leave she wears a pout;

Four
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Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablets
refund money if it fails to cure
X Druggists
W K. GROVE'S
signature Is on each
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WHOLESALE
A IS D RETAIL

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILL03

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smitbirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T.&S.ST. lepot.

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Telephone 85

Telephone 85

Unsurpassed Chocolates

Leras

Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
FOR SALE
ONLY AT

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

ASK FOR A

SAMPLE

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
Room

(INCORPORATED)
Oatron Block, Santa, Fe, N. M.

19

Does a general ABSTRACT

$20,000.00

,

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business

to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
:
:
at low rate of Interest

Box, 25c

Where else on the face of the Globe you find better Drugs than
those carried by us, our equipment together with experience and
integrity of purpose makes it possible for us to prepare medicines
of a quality unsurpassed by any other Drug Store and which will be
delivered to your door at prices no higher than those charged by others.

No

ZOOK HAS IT

Ml

PHONE 213

M
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Of Interest to Santa Fe Readers.

to his satisfaction that the suppression of the saloons had saved these
young men from ruin caused by the

Bad Breath

f

New Mexico Military Institute

' For months I had great trouble with
my
ROSWELL. NEW MEXICO.
stomach and used all kinds of medicines.
Business Matter.
-n
Th
Weit Point of th Southwest."
For months Santa Fe citizens have
been
has
My
as
as
tongue
OBSERVED
green
actually
IS
Coming down to the strictly busicolumns
breath
enthusiastic
War
a
grass,
these
bad
odor. Two
seen in
my
having
Department
Army Officers Detailed by
ness sense of the matter, the speaker
weeksago a friend recommended Cascarets
RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
praise of Doan's Kidney Pills by Santa
took up another objection advanced and
Army
Inspectors
after
them I can willingly and
Fe residents. Would these prominent
"A."
It had cheerfullyusing
by the advocates of saloons.
say that they have entirely
people recommend a remedy that had Beautiful Ceremony of Bles- been asserted that removing the sa- cured me. I therefore let
know
that
I
Through Academic course, preparing young
you
not proven reliable? Would they coni
r- loons from a town killed it, that busi- shall recommend them to any one suffermen for college or for business life. Great
the
at
of
ij
,0ns
sing
firm their statements after years had
ness dwindled and the town was dead. ing from such troubles." Chas. H. Hal-peramount of open air work. Healthiest location
114 E. 7th St., New York, N. Y.
Cathedral
elapsed if personal experience had not
This, the speaker characterized as an
of
any Military School In the Union. Located
r
Pleasant. Palatable, Potent. Taste Good.
shown the remedy to be worthy of
his
absurd argument, and
DoGood. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
on
the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
10c. 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genement? No stronger proof of
position on this matter by applying
uine
C
C
tablet
C.
Guaranteed to
spot of the West at an e'evatlon of 3,700
stamped
merit can be had than cures that have THE ARCHBISHOP PONTIFICATES local arguments in his support.
cure or your money back.
923
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
two
The
are
Rosof
There
stood the test
time.
following
dry towns near
1 tie rain or snow during session.
well. Portales and Artesia. Taking his last
statement should carry conviction to
iK)em about a week before his
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduCommunion
the
reader.
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mind
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what
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speaker told of
every Santa
Many Receive Holy
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knew
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110 Johnson
from stardard
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effect
Toribio Rodriguez,
the
personally
on the Feast of the
Xo License there. Portales has been
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street, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "Two
thoroughly
buildings,
INCIDENT
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Eucharist.
without saloons for about one year.
and a half years ago I save a stateall
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modern
respects.
edited
OF PITTSBURG LANDING.
Previous to this, at. the last two terms
ment for publication in regard to my
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
In Davidson's History of Illinois occourt
before the adoption of the
Today is Holy Thursday and in the of
experience with Doan's Kidney Pills.
G, Hamlltoa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
No License policy, there were many curs a paragraph of some interest
Today I am stronger in my praise of Catholic church it is observed with
General
in
because
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
it
figures
hrp
criminal
cases
coming from Portales. Lew
this remedy than ever. I suffered the most beautiful ceremony, the
New
A
of
later
Wallace,
governor
Flclay
At the first term out of 25 cases in
greatly from disoredered kidneys, the blessing of the oils used in the admin- Roosevelt
of
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
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Por- Mexico, and Henry Sturges, father
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from
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so
of
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sacraments
istration
back
the
in
being
my
pains
Frank P. Sutrges of this city and
address.
times that I had to stop work and sit tism, confirmation, holy orders and ex- tales. At the next term of court, the later a
freighter on the Santa Fe trail
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
last
before
the
of
the saloons,
closing
down. The trouble steadily grew treme unction. The feast is that on
whose name was well known through13
were
there
cases
in
ten
Superintendent.
the
to
was
county,
what
knew
worse and I rarely
which the sacrament of the Holy
out, the southwest as one of the piobe free from an ache or pain of some Sucharist was instituted and it is of which came from Portales, more neers of
than half from Portales in each case.
Trinidad, Cok., and Springer.
kind. Soon after I began using Doan's customary for the faithful to receive
Colfax
The paragraph relates
Two
terms
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county.
held
since
the
Kidney Pills, procured from Stripling, Holy Communion on this day. Many
Xo License law, at the the following incident:
of
the
adoption
&
Co.'s
my
pains did so early this morning, the Very
Burrows
drug store,
"Lew Wallace's arrivel was awaited
first term of which two cases came
and aches disappeared and my back Rev. A. Fourchegu, the vicar general, from
with all the anxiety which an imat
and
term
the
Portales,
last
Doan's
ever.
as
well
was as sound and
giving the sacrament at 6 a. m., and only one case. Thus the closing of periled condition of the army could inThese celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
Kidney Pills have my strongest en- it was also administered at later serv- the saloons in Portales had cut down spire. The
about
suspense
increasing,
world. The efficiency of these waters
dorsement."
ices.
crime to almost nothing.
a staff officer rode up to located in the midst of the Ancient has been throughly tested by the
j three o'clock
9
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
at
most
i
e
The
solemn service began
miles w'est
Not a Dead Town.
the Second Battalion of the Fourth Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fivmiraculous cures attested to in the
Co., Buffalo, o'clock when Archbishop Pitaval poncents. Foster-MilburWas
volun- of Taos and fifty miles north of Santa
a
Portales
town?
dead
for
Illinois
For
and
asked
cavalry
following diseases: Paralysis, RheuNew York, sole agents for the United tificated and blessed the oils. The several
it had been very dry in teers to go on the perilous mission of Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc- o matism,
years
Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'a
States.
ceremony is one of the most interest- - that locality, this naturally having its meeting and
him the imon the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys,
upon
urging
Station,
Syphilitic
and
Doan's
name
Remember the
ing and impressive in the Catholic effect on the town of Portales. Yet portance of hurrying forward his di- Grande
Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections. Scrofula,
take no other.
ritual. It begins with the celebration despite this the town was investing vision. Lieutenant Frank Fisk and
daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comof the mass but immeditely before the $80,000 in a water and sewer plant,
immediately The temperature of these waters Is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathHenry
Sergeant
Sturges
(.Prelate comes to the Pater Noster, he and was engaged in the prosecution rode to the front and called for others from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
Small Holding Clam, No. 1419.
ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
leaves tne altar and to a table placed of a pumping plant to finally cost
to join them. A party of seven was carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet. Climate per month. Stage meets Denver
(Serial 01252J.)
seats
t
Joyce-Pruiin
million
half
he
there
the
dollars.
and
Co., soon formed,
sanctuary
Pecos Forest. Reserve. Not coal land
and dashing by the very dry and delightful
the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
himself with his ministers. First the of Roswell, had just gone into Portal- enemy's left in easy range
of his mus- year round. There is now a commod- upon request. This resort Is attracDepartment of the Interior.
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and
had
a
in
store
is
extreme
oil
installed
for
unction
blessed,
large
United States Land Office.
for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
ketry, and bounding over Owl creek ious
rather a quiet manner typifying the there, and he would like to know if they found Wallace near its intersec- validshotel tourists.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 21, 1910
and
People suffering winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
these enterprising Roswell merchants tion of
Corinth road, made known from consumption, cancer and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
Notice is hereby given that the fol-- 1 silence of death- - Then the oil for the
the
oil of catechu were going to do that in a dead town. their
errand, and advised a direct at- contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
lowing claimant has filed notice or holy chrism and the
was a long way from a
his intention to make final proof in mens are brought to the archbishop, No, Portales
tack upon the enemy. He replied that These w?ers contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
town.
dead
his artillery had not yet come up and of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
support of his claim under sections after they have been carried in procesThen taking up the case of Artesia
movement would leave it exposed
i6 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891 sion those in it chanting a hymn.
the
some
concrete hard
The beauty and expressiveness of the Judge gave
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
liable to capture. They also pointand
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act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,1 the prayers accompanying the cere- - facts, which effectually
ed out the elevated ground occupied
"dead
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the
Artesia
argument.
Ojo Caliente. Taos. County N M
470), and that said proof will be madej mony are appreciated by those who was one of the liveliest
towns in the by the rebels, and the Impossibility of
before register or receiver at Santa read Latin and follow the archbishop
that
and
insisted
Pecos valley. It had built a college using his artillery,
on and his ministers in the ceremony.
Fe, N. M., (U. S. Land Office)
several thousands of dollars, it was better to abandon his own guns
costing
Blessed Every Year.
April 15, 1910, viz: Jose E. Roybal,
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substantial than lose the advantage of an assault
and
with
The oils are blessed every year and
heir of Gregorio Roybal, of Rowe, N.
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Joyce-PruiCompany had
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the clergy of the diocese of arch- buildings, out there
guments
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extensively
Sec. 32, T. 16 N., R. 13 E., diocese generally procure the oils for
NB
heroic
the
little band returned and regreatly enlarged their store and they
15.172 acres.
use in conferring the sacraments of were
ported the result. They were then innot doing this in a dead town,
He names the following witnesses baptism and extreme unction, immeBefore No License went into effect structed to ride among the soldiers
ad- diately after the mass on Holy
to prove his actual continuous
in Artesia, E. H. Hardwick had stated and proclaim that Wallace was at
verse possession of said tract for
that it would kill the town, hut it hand with 10,000 fresh troops. The
twenty years next preceding the surwent through nevertheless. Now Mr. effect was electric, the loud answering
vey of the township, viz.
Fortify now against th? Grip for it Hardwick is building an elegant new shout of our almost overpowered men
TO
Visenter Quintana, of Pecos, N. M.; comes every season sure! Preventics hotel and business block, costing many rising above the din of battle."
o
Ramon Rodriguez, Cleofes Garcia,
the little Candy Cold Cure Tablets thousands of dollars. This hotel
Garcia, all of Rowe, N. M.
offer in this respect a most certain would be one of the best in New Mex
Pneumonia follows a cold but never
Any person who desires to protest and dependable safeguard. Preventics, ico, with a telephone in every room. follows the use of Foley's Honey and
against the allowance of said proof, at the sneeze stage". will, as well, and he did not believe Mr. Hardwick Tar which stops the cough, heals the
or who knows of any substantial rea- also surely head off all common colds. was
investing his thousands In what lungs and expels the cold from the Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Ft rgo
son under the laws and regulations But
&
is
Keep he considered a dead town. No the system. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
promptness
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
of the Interior Department why such Preventics in the
or purse, for absence of saloons had not hurt Ar Co.
pocket
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not
be
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proof
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instant use. Box of 48 for 25c. Sold tesia, rather the contrary.
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time and place to
the cost of the court was $4,500. He
DIRECTORS HOLD MEETING. Payable Throughout the
the witnesses of said claimant,
IN
ROSWELL.
HOT CAMPAIGN
had investigated the cases causing
and all Foreign Countries.
Albuquerque, N. M., March 24.
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
this and had found that those caused A brief meeting of the board of diclaimant.
that submitted by
REMITTANCES SENT BY
(Continued From Page One.)
by the saloons had had cost over $3,- - rectors of the New Mexico Central
MANUEL R. OTERO,
000 of this amount Saloons did not railroad was held in
Albuquerque yesRegister. laws against saloons for years, and pay Carlsbad.
afternoon in the offices of the
terday
has gone through the various phases Judge Pope is now holding a term? New Mexico Fuel
Company, Luna-Strickof laxity of enforcement, working of court in Curry county. The case
The
building.
principal busidown gradually to strict enforcement consuming the greatest length of time
ness of the meeting was the transfer
of the law. Judge Pope quoted the three days and three nights, originat
owner of a large business block on ed in a saloon at La Lande, the sa of certain mortgages of the company
&
from the Pittsburg Trust Company to
Main street, a Kansas man and edi- loon
barkeeper being an active par the South Side Trust Company of
a
tor of Kansas newspaper. This man ticipant.
Telephone No 14b Red
Pittsburg, the former trust company
had told him that he had fought pro
Saloon Evil.
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
having acted as trustees in the bond
hibition in Kansas for years, but that
the issue of the old Santa Fe Central.
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of the saloons in Roswell Other routine business was tranacted.
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In Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee, pure
that large quantities of liquor would terly
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will be promptly answered whenever The old topers would perhaps, still and that he did not know of the good a wonderfully true coffee taste, color,
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In closing he said that 1910 years cups from a 25c, 1 2 pound package.
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Texas, March 24.
cut out this had ceased, and he had building.whipSo in this case. The peo- S. B. Antonio, Ninth
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM
stationBuckner,
infantry,
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red. now no such cases. This had proved
ple of Roswell should not ask that the ed at Fort Sam Houston, this city, has
saloon license be increased or that broken the record of Popocatapetl asother regulations be made, but should censions, covering the distance from
appear at the polls on the fifth day of Las Cruces to the brim of the crater,
April and drive them out with their 3,000 feet of snow and soft volcanic
&
votes, and he believed that this they ashes In two hours and fifteen minwould do.
utes. Sixty two years ago his father,
AND
STEAM
DRY
CLEANING
FRENCH
General S. B. Bucker, ascended the
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure volcano, being the first American to
any case of Kidney or Bladder trouble do so.
that Is not beyond the reach of medi
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
WE ALSO CLEAN GOWNS, OPERA
WE CLEAN, PRESS AND REPAIR
cine. No medicine can do more. Sold
Co.
by Stripling-Burrow-s
CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES, GLOVES
LA0IES AND GENTS CLOTHES
Denver Colorado
u interested ana iboald know
about
the
wonderful
TIES, PARASOLS, ETC.
OLD HATS MADE NEW.
JUAN DE DOIS PEZA MEXkMARVELWhirlingSpray
ICO'S FAVORITE POET DIES.
PRICES
REASONABLE
GUARANTEED.
SATISFACTION
joesi m obi conven- lent. It cleanses
San Antonio, Texas, , March 24.
uina tan tly
Jpan de Dios Peza, 'the hest known Ark tiwit rirnKHtfnrlt. XIV
'ii 1fTO-and most beloved of Mexican poets, If he cannot sunniv then
A.
'Put
New
- vm
vs. i
died last Sunday. He was 58 years HAItVEL.
nthar. hnt apnd Mtinnn for
East Side Plaza:
Illustrated book Healed. Tt efTBa
Phone 132 Red.
Santa Ft, N. M.
Catron Block
of age and spent the greater part of full nArtlnnlnm and Mdirection in. .
to lnritM.
AKVF.l,
0
his life in newspaper work. He wrote VRlnuMn
8d Street, JEW YOItK.
44
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Company
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General Express Forwarders

Cal-letan-

All

Parts of the World.

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

FRESH EGGS

CKEAM

MILK

LIVERY

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When
Need
the
Anything
Line.
Furnished'
Drivers
Livery
RATES
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ADOLF SELI6MAN DRY GOODS CO

PARISIAN CLENINQ

DYE WORKS

j

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

Ever Woman

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest

i
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THE BOOSTER ABROAD.
New Mexico is fortunate in having
thousands of people outside of its
f HE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
boundaries boosting for it. The Des
Tuesday March 29th,
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Moines Register and Leader for inVice President.
ONE NIGHT ONLY
Editor and President.
stance prints the following from W.
TUB CKLEBRATEBCOMKDIAN
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure- r
of
success
E. Schei which tells of the
MR. JAMES KEANE
dry farming in Roosevelt county and
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
id his Transcontinental
Vaudeville Co
A.
incidentally of the unity of spirit that
PRESENTING
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail ....$3.75 possesses the town of Elida and which
25
,y per week by carrier
2.00 ought to take possession of the city of
BIG FEATURE ACTS
6
6
75 Weekly, per year
jily, per month, Ly carrier
1.00 Santa Fe:
six
months
Weekly,
.65
.....
mail
Jby
month,
Daily, per
"That dry farming is a success is at
75
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
A
Daily, per year, by mail
once appreciated when one enters that
A comedy with a hundred laughs
commanded
New
of
Mexico
section
by
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Elida, in Roosevelt county. There
The New Mexican is tie oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to begins the disillusioning process and A,NIGHT
i doubt departs from the mind to be reevery postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing
placed by confidence and enthusiasm.
among the intelligent and progress ive peopie of the Southwest.
"Dry farming is a signal success at ONE
Elida. The same intelligence and inA comedy on the Divorce

ELK'S THEATRE

R.

OF THE FAMILY

dustry that makes for success in the
central states, if applied in the Elida
district, with due regard to local confour- ditions, will prove farming on a difover
in
a
prolonged
generation,
PREVENTING SICKNESS AND
ferent scale with the beam indicatteen years."
DEATH.
ing a measure of profit little known to
of
charity
need
the
organized
Half
No one who has given thought to.j could be abolished
farmers in Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconrational
by a little
sin and Illinois.
the question, will deny that even in care of the public health.
illin the
"Of course the difference
Santa Fe, many deaths and much
Among well posted physicians there
land
investment
of
the
of
helps
half
price
n'ess could have been prevented in is a well founded benef that
if land that
but
dis
stack
the
sanithose
up
not
to
profits;
due
of
deaths
all
the
enforcement
the past by the
eases which must, in the nature of can be had from nothing up to $25 will
tation, of quarantine, of
ena
produce as much if not more than $100
of
the
things, sooner or later, claim the
building
ordinance, by
and
old
and
$200 land in the older sections of
which
of
and
age
sewer system, by medical inspection tire race,
be
taken
the
of
the
country,
vessels
may
why is it not land worth
the
hardening
in the public schools, by forcing
cen?
if
while
be
as
prevented
types, might
cleaning up of back yards and the
out
"At Elida they boom broom corn
elimination of manure heaps from the tral authority had power to carry and
means
the
for
the
best
prevention
when
the soil has finished its work.
as
other
breeding
of
as
well
city
contathe
of
Most
disease.
of
cure
flies
and
than a ton to four acres is the
Better
germs.
places of mosquitoes,
fever and yield; and at $130 a ton this is not
It is time for a city administration gious diseases, as scarlet
be practically abolish- a bad showing. Kaffir corn and maize
of Santa Fe that will attend to the measles, could
are nearly so in the thrive, and at an average of $1.30 a
indeed
and
ed
healthfulness of the city even more best
communities.
managed
of
hundred there is a good piece or
to
the dispensation
vigilantly than
money made here. Any vine crop prothe little political favors that seem of
duces well, a's also potatoes and beans.
WHAT A MAN'S WILL CAN DO.
so great importance to a few non"Elida is in the eastern part of
force
would
Roosevelt
who
of
Theodore
life
The
descript politicians
t
Mexico and is a hustling town of
misadmin-isNew
should be an inspiration to every
upon the city a Democratic
ration hy playing to the galleries healthseeker, to every physical weak- 500 souls. The business men are an
and calling the ticket a "Citizens' ling, for he has demonstrated that exceptional aggregation of community
Ticket" although it was spawned the life in the open in the Rocky builders. In a sense it is a
and hatched by pronounced enemies mountains will make the weak strong. town, for the entire number are a
of the Republican party in collusion It is a well known fact that as a boy unit they are as one man and they
with a hand full of Democratic politic- he was pointed out as a victim of con- are for Elida and the splendid farming
ians.
sumption who would never reach ma- country lying around them. They
remarkSenator R. L. Owen, in a
turity, and yet, today he is a hardy, boost their section until they get the
able address in the U. S. Senate today, sturdy specimen of robust manhood farmer, then boost and assist the
called attention to the immense im that can "witfistaiid hardships before farmer to bring success to all
portance of the authorities paying at- which the hardiest might have reason hands. Every business man in the
town prizes inquiries regarding the
tention to the health of the communi- to quail.
the
Orleans
New
Says
he
said:
when
country and the First National bank
the
and
nation,
ty
at Elida would as soon take care of
"Mr. President, the people of the
"No American will be surprised by an inquiry as a deposit. They are all
TTnited States suffer a loss of over
This terri- the statement that Theodore Roose- bubbling over with enthusiasm and
00,000 lives per annum.
ble loss might be prevented by reason- velt has been ifound proof against their confidence and good faith is
the various types of jungle fever, for, bringing them success."
able safeguards under the
of the federal and state author- according to his friends, the
dent is stalwart enough to throw off
ities, each within strict constitutional
THE WRONG KIND OF BUSINESS.
any contagion and, according to his
limits.
The arrest of bankers and other
"These deaths are caused by pollut- foes, he is himself a fever of a ofspecial
The
real
the
type.
men in Pittsburg for giving
business
explanation
ed water, impure and adulterated food
faunal
naturlist's
great
perfect
bribes
and the action of the business
various
preand drugs, epidemics,
health probably lies in his complete men of S"an Francisco who forced
ventable diseases tuberculosis, tyknowledge of the latest discoveries in
of the Great White
phoid and malarial fevers, and so sanitation. It was not for nothing the
and of the Red Light district beforth uncean cities, and bad sanita- that he sent a
Way
body of experts to Pa- cause "business" demanded it, seem
,.
tion.'
nama to round out the record which to
"business"
prove that
"Measuring the money value' of an a similar body of experts had made
forces where not immoral are unmoral,
, 'American citizen at $1,700, this prein Cuba. If men of European stock
ventable loss by death is one thousand could live and work on the isthmus, and will stand for nothing that interIf
millions of dollars annually, equal to why should they not likewise hunt feres with the almighty dollar.
the gross income of the United States with impunity in the wilds "of the business demands that a town be corrupt, forthwith the town will be corgovernment.
Dark Continent?"
cer"There are 3,000,000 people in the
"Mr. Roosevelt's present fine physi- rupt; if business demands that
crimes
such
be
crimes
tain
tolerated,
United States on the sick list from cal status is remarkable, and within
are tolerated. The words "business
preventable causes, of whom 1,000,000 it dwells a story that ought to appeal administration"
are too often a cloak
are in the working period of life; witn tremendous ioce to every young
for official cor-for
policies,
million
man
in
America
a
of
about
today, especially to
for red light
for
gambling,
ruption,
actual workers losing on an average those who are not strong or who may
white
for
ways, where
great
districts,
to
be
inclined
an
of $700 per annum,
bodily weaknesses of
approximate
the stranger drops his coin so that
loss from illness of five hundred mil- one kind and another.
The former President was far from business may garner if in. It i3lions, and adding a resonable allowbusimedical attend- being a healthy person in the days of against that kind of perverted
ance for medicine,
President
ness
sentiment
that
his
manhood.
a
was
There
sum
young
ance, special food and care, a like
to
dared
protest,
of five hundred millions, these losses time When, h; entertained grave fears PJoosevjelt
he
when
which
is
Taft
fighting
his
of
to
against
himself
alive
ability
keep
would make another thousand million
to
time,
the
corporations
overcame
brings
big
all of that
dollars of preventable loss to the peo- many years. He
by electing to live an open, outdoor, and it is against that sort of business
ple of the United States.
New York periodically seeks to
"Mr. President, our pension roll of strenuously simple life. He became that
arouse
a
itself when it grapples with
a
an
plainsman,
hunter,
over $150,000,000 per annum is
'
lived
He
Tammany, and against which every
of it due to illness and. death accomplished pedestrian.
or later make
sooner
from diseases that were preventable. among rough but manly men in the community must
is
business
west
its
for
when
he
lived
life.
shortsighted
that
fight,
Then,
Under a wise administration in the
dollar
his
for
home
his
the
in
looks
social
today
and
life,
only
relations,
past the United States would today be and his
he has been even if it must pay for it doubly in
gentler
pursuits
an
about
of
annual
charge
saving
clean and free from all heart blood tomorrow. One may sneer
n the pension list, and scrupulously
$125,000,000
vices. He gradually at the professional politician but he
and
dissipations
would have saved under this heading
grew big, and hearty, and healthy, and is generally not as cold blooded as is
over $2,000,000,000 and much human
happy and buoyant as he gave him- business in subjecting everything to
misery and pain.
self more and more to this program the test of the dollar. There is only
"The modern duration of life is of living. It
persistently toned and one kind of acceptaDie business senti"widely variant, according to the or- strengthened every fiber of his
being, ment and that is one that holds rightganized protection of the health of the we think. Under its benign influence eousness higher than material gain
he inevitably
people by government.
expanded physically, and human souls above dollars.
"In India the average length of life morally, and mentally.
is twenty-threyears, due, not to cli"The secret of Mr. Roosevelt's abil
The world do move. Attorney Genmatic conditions, but to ignorance, ity to withstand the assaults of jungle
has handed
eral
Prank W.
prejudices and religious superstitions. fevers and the effects of exposure is down an opinion Clancy
women are elig
that
They will not kill a snake in India, simple. He has lived a correct and ible to serve as school directors and
and thousands of inhabitants die annu- orderly life lived it in a pure atmosnaturally, the more progressive school
ally from the poison of snake bites. phere, in the society of people worth districts will elect one or more womIn America we ,die in like manner while, and along common sense lines.
en to the board on April 4, just as the
from typhoid and tuberculosis, be- He transformed himself from a physicprogressive counties of Colfax and
cause we neglect to suppress the caus- al weakling into a physical giant Roosevelt,
one Republican and the
es of these diseases.
through sheer force of determination other Democratic, elected women to
"The length of life in India Is not and pluck."
be county school superintendents at
increasing because of their lack of
the last general election, upon former
Now that the new court house is
progress; but in Geneva, Switzerland,
Attorney General J. M. Hervey ruling
where the country is supposed to be completed, and it is a beautiful struc- that women are eligible to the posivery healthy, the length of life in the ture, a forty foot street should ho tion of county school superintendents.
sixteenth century was only 21.2; in opened across the Cienega just east Some day, Santa Fe, too, will be wide
the seventeenth century, 25.7; in the of the county building. It is under- awake enough to have women on its
eighteenth century, 33.6; from 1801 stood that the property owners are school board and then the city will
to 1883, 39.7; and it is steadily im- willing to give the land providing that have school gardens, manual traincertain guarantees are given by the ing schools, medical inspection of
proving.
"Scientific hygiene and increased city. The street is needed and would school children and a modern school
knowledge of the laws relating to prove useful and convenient. It would building in each ward.
health have had a very striking ef- become a necessity sooner or later,
fect upon the prolongation of human but the expense of opening it would
The Santa Fe has given Santa Fe
be much greater later, for even now
life throughout the world.
another
advertising lift. In the March
" 'At present in Massachusetts, life the land to be donated is worth a thouissue of The" Earth two and a half
is lengthening at the rate of fourteen sand dollars or more.
pages are devoted to Santa Fe. Dr.
years per century; in Europe about
John P. Wagner writes of Santa Fe,
That New Mexico is still a good the Ideal Tourist City, and Raymond
seventeen years; in Prussia, the land
of medical discovery and its applica country for the hunter is evidenced by Haacke, formerly of the New Mexican,
tion, twenty-seveyears; in India, the fact that in San Miguel county tells" f the Transformation ' of the
where medical progress is practically alone, claims for $400 bounty for kill- Santa Fe District. Both articles are
ing wild animals have been made bountifully and beautifully illustrated,
unknown, the life span Is short,
since January and in counties like and as The Earth circulates largely
and' remains stationary.'
wild animal bounty among homeseekers and investors,
"It is demonstrated beyond reason- Grant, the
able doubt that the average human claims run far into the thousands of this attractive publicity should result
in great benefit to this section.
life In the United States may be, with dollars each year.
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HELD FOR RANSOM
ARouantic Comedy with a
beautiful scenic production
And

SENOR BAPTISTE
BORONDA
Late of the Lombard
Company.
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OF SANTA FE.

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

$150,000
80,000

Transacts a general banking: business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annuin: 6$ six months' or, years' time. Liberal
advances made on " consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
c and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
2 as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banked ing.
Safety deposit boxes for reat. The patronage of the
p public is rcspecfully solicited.
nJTJTTUTXiruT.ru-ux-
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THE

PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of the Best Hotels in
Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

PLAZA BARBER SHOP
For i3 years the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.

the West

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

OUR NEW FITCH
TREATMENT

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
HERPICIDE,

BATHS

DE LUXE QUININE & HITCH

BATHS

HOTEL

BATHS

J. E. LACOME,
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Proprietor

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor

your
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without '.
extra charge.

Commodious

j
j

PHONE RED 122.

Long Distance Telephone Station.

PHONE RED 122.

Steam Heated: Electric

FIRST CLASS.CAFE

Lighted, Every Room

I

Sample Rosm

-

U.S. MIME I

IN CONNECTION

a Good One)

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

THE REST,

DO

1

1

& Co.
GROCERS
'Where

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If you drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can' git a hot
snpper ready to eat and yon .will not have to

We Are

prices are lowest

for safe quality"

One Resolution to Make
What other 1910Resolu
tion youmay make

Now

wait.

Serving

Our Increasing patronage is the
best proof that we merit yours.

THE HOTEL CORONADO
RATESTJl.OOA

DAY AND

UP

G.LTJPE HERRERA

Proprietor

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

.

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

m

I

--

k

n

u
McKAHE, Assistant Cashier

FRAKK

Opera

KERR'S

ex-Pre-

.

i

J. B. READ, Cashier.

irs t national

(3tju

Scale of Prices for this Attraction
$1.00, 75 and 50c.
Seats on Sale at Fischer's Drug
Store Saturday Morning, March 26.

n

Times-Democra-

powerful gripping incident on the night before
execution

President.

PALEH.

L, A. HUGHES,

PRINCE OF LIARS

WITH POETS

J.

Resolve

now

that'

trade at KAUNE

you will

&. OO.

the

coming year. It Is a resolution In your own interest, for
It means the best possible
table supplies at lowest possible prices.

EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW,,MEXlCO

The only flrsit class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE In
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to traveling
men. Give us a trial if you want first class service,

Corner of Water St,
and Don Caspar Ave.

WM- -

GREGG

I

"

Prop.

Think it over isn't KAUNE
4 Oo, the logical store for you
to patronize through 1910.

HERE IS A VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

H. S. KAUNE

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PR2CE

& COMPANY

BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FE

PHONE 26

Don't
,Fail
to
Call

and

MPEHIAL LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
frjeturn8 Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
F O. BROWN Agent
.f. Phone No. 23 Red

Excellent Assortments of

'

Burned Leather Goods
Bnrned Wooden Flacqnes
All Kinds of Drawn Work
Leather Tiilows Tops

Many

other
articles
,

that
attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.

.

Propriety

Santa Fe, N, M.

'

"

THE COMFORT

PERS0NALMEN1I0N

ED BY

J. J. ShukT of Raton, is here on

BEGAN

M. O. Xeill of Cerrillos, is at the
Claire.
E. B. Sinder, a tourist of St. Jacobs,
is in the city.
Thomas Reed of Baltimore, is visiting friends here.
Attorney Charles F. Easley spent
yesterday in Albuquerque.
P. R. Frankenburger, a merchant of
Espauola, is at the Palace.
Attorney J. E. Snydam of Los Angeles, Calf., is here on business.
J. L. Miller, a traveling man from
Eos Angeles, is at the Palace.
W. A. Brown, a traveling man from
New York City, is here on business.
C. H. Snyder,
a sightseer from
Waterloo, Ontario, is at the Palace.
Judge R. M. Foree is home from a
trip to his mining properties in Utah.
C. W. Montgomery, a business man
of Salt Lake City, is visiting friends

THE BANK.

C- -

, )

(Established 1882)

r

REAL ESTATE
SURETY BONDS.

THE

St.

Z&AgZL?;

W. C. Roe and Reese Kincaid are
Oklahomans looking over New Mex- ico's opportunities.
,
B. Williams of Albuquerque, and
Joseph Thomas of Mt. Pleasant, la.,
are at Gregg's hotel.
John Anderson, Frank Garmley and
Julius Jerome, all of the Duke City,

are visiting friends here.
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
Gable is expected home tonight from
his visit to Colfax and Union counties.
Miss Jeanette Welvart of Albuquer- que, and who recently opened a millinery establishment here, is at the
Palace.
President B. S. Gowen of the Xorm-- '
al University at Las Yegas, arrived
on last evening's train to attend a
meeting of the territorial board of
'
education of which he is a member.
Edward Ehle formerly of this city,
now of Las Cruces, where he is as
popular as he was in Santa Fe, arrived yesterday afternoon from Albuquerque. He is in the real estate business.
President C. M. Light of the New
Mexico Normal school at Silver City,
a veteran educator and member of the
territorial board of education, arriv-- I
No. 10 yesterday aftered on

Phone. Red So. 189

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

j

d

j

ALSO

Dealers in Furniture--

'

s-

PINE LINE OP Carpets and Rugs FOR THE HOUSE
All kinds of furnishings from chinawara to stoves, and
chairs, table
rangetqAlso a fine assortment of desks, for
the babies.
and hat racks. Wagner folding
go-car- ts

They are GRE.VT!!
Look over our stock and see if there isn'c
;
v.4Hm
something to interest you.

Ornamental

Doors.

HlSBf

Our paints and kalsomines will brighten up your home, we have all the
colors'ycu want.

Dont buy garden hose till you see what we are showing in that line, it costs
no more than the common kind.

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

'

Modern Houses for RENT and SALE;
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
We have everything in the above lines.
119 San Francisco

You dont need to be a Scientist to use Our gardens tools and implements.
We have all kinds of farm implements, plow, harrows, cultivators, seeders,
discs, scrapers, etc.

the Palace.

TRUST CO.

WATSON & COMPANY

- COMET

Scientists have been telling us that HALLEY'S COMET
would destroy the earth and all its people, but we are
not discouraged one bit, and expect to be in business in
Santa Fe for a long time yet. We think the scien
tists are wrong, but you cant go wrong if you buy
"WESTERN SEEDS"

E. H. Darling of Albuqeurque, and
who is in the forestry service, is at

HENRY H. ROGERS was a poor boy. He worked in a grocery. Me
saved his money and put it in the bank. He left an estate of 100' million
dollars.
Make OUR Bank YOUR BAXK.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

&

HALL

here.

.

UNITED STATES BANK

bus-

iness.

THE IBVCBHONE.T IN

O
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noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Dagenette
of Albuquerque, are at the Claire. Mr.
Dagenette is employment agent for
the Pueblo Indians and his headquart- ers have just been transferred from
Albuquerqut to Denver.
County School Superintendent Bias
Sanchez of Wagon Mound, Mora coun-- 1
ty, who is a member of the New Mex-- '
Ico board of education and one of the
most efficient officials of the territory,
is in Santa Fe on official business.
Governor and Mrs. Mills and daugh
ter Madeline will go to Las Vegas on
Saturday, where on Sunday Miss Mills
will be one of a class to be confirmed by Bishop J. M. Kendrick in the
Protestant Episcopal church of the
Meadow City.
C. E. Hodgin, dean of the University
of New Mexico at Albuquerque, is in
Santa Fe to meet with a committee of
the territorial board of education
which is to draft the outline of a sylla- bus of studies necessary for a profes-

JUST
Call and see the
Beautiful Flowers
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with having taken money from regisNotice for Publication.
tered packages going through the
(Serial 03731. Not coal land.)
Department of the Interior,
postoffice here.
U. S. Land Office.
Several witnesses were called for
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 19, 1910.
the government to prove the identity
Notice is hereby given that Ramou
of the bills taken from a letter. It is
A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
expected that the case will go to the Sandoval, of Cow Springs,
(P. O.
Cheerfulness and a bright disposition during the months before baby comes, jury today.
Lamy), N". M.. who. nn March 29.
are among the greatest blessings a mother can bestow upon the little life about
United States Attorney D. J. Leahy 1904, made homestead entry (Serial
to begin. Her happiness and physical comfort will largely govern the proper appears for the government and At- vita) jo. 7871, for SE 4 SE
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development of the health and nature of the child. Mother's Triend contributes torneys M. E. Hickey and T. N.
Sec. L T.
13 N.. R. 11 K.,' N. M. P.
much to the mother's happiness and health by the relief and mental comfort it
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In flTct-- Mnri-- 1st 1910
represent Smith.
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Ifiead lTp)
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lubricate the muscles and tendons of the body, soothe the swollen mammary
The territorial grand jury brought final five year proof, to establish
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fi 00
glands, cause a gradual expansion of the skin and tissues, and aid in the relief in its first batch of indictments yes- claim to the land above described, be
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,
f 4 (15
six in number,
all being fore the register and receiver, U. S.
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when baby comes, and assures a quick and natural recovery for the terday,
Thompson
danger
in the land office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,'on the
confined
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mother. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores. Write for our free book, con- against prisoners
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7:::: :: 7777
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Speaking of the case, which attractTerritory of New Mexico vs. FredWaterloo, Ont; E. W. B. Sinder, St.
MASONIC.
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Cherokees Miss Allison said:
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Dallas.
Texas.;
Barton,
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"The United States government in
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Territory of New Mexico vs. Durion
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Light, Silver City; E. H. Darling, AlNORTH
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Territory of New Mexico vs. J. W.
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United States Land Office,
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Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 25, 1910. at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
dians. The Cherokees have their own
A sufficient contest affidavit having Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
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schools, colleges and even their girls' been filed in this office by Michael F. Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
Would Have Cost Him His Life.
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Will Be Concluded Today
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TO
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lives. No opiates. Sold by Stripling-Judg- e
Albuquerque, N. M., March 24.
at every point.
Abbott and a jury were occu- - Burrows & Co.
The initial action was a petition for pied all of yesterday with the trial
a writ of mandamus against the de- of the case of the United States vs. IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
partment of the interior, the first In Arthur W. Smith, former clerk in the
THE TERRITORY OF NEW MEX- 14 years, and the writ issued, making Albuquerque postoffice who is charged
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Notice For Publication.
Small Holding Claim No. 1118.

Serial 012528.
Pecos Forest. Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., March 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the
wing-named
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
follo-

Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Register and Receiver
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on April
21, 1910, viz: Nicario Quintana, heir
of Jose Quintana, of Rowe, N. M., for
SW 4 Sec. 28, and the SE
the W.
4
Sec. 29, T. 16 N., R. 13 E.,
NE
N. M. P. M., of 120 acres.
He names the following witnesses
1-- 2

1--

under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will he given an
opportunity at the
time and place to
the
witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
above-mentione-

cross-examin-

d

e

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
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You ladies, who have pale faces, sallow complexions,

dark circles under eyes, drawn features and tired,

ut

TnL--
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ng
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1-- 4

to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Cleofes Garcia, Rowe, N. M.; Calle-tan-

o

Garcia, Rowe, N. M., Vincente
Quintana, Pecos, N. M., Antonio Roi-baPecos, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason

l,

SALT LAKE CITY
$30.00 fes Rate $3000.
VIA

SANTA FE
DATES OP SALE

March 26, 27, 28.
RETURN LIMIT 60 DAYS

See Santa Fe Agent.

worn-o- ut

expressions, you need a tonic.
The tonic you need is Cardui, the woman's tonic.
It is the best tonic for women, because its ingredients
are specifically adapted for women's needs. They act on
the womanly organs and help to give needed strength and
vitality to the worn-owomanly frame.
Cardui is a vegetable medicine. It contains no minerals, no iron, no potassium, no lime, no glycerin, no dangerous, or
drugs of any kind.
It is perfectly harmless and safe, for young and old to use.
habit-formi-

AIM!
lLfUJ

The Woman's Tonic
'After my doctor had done all he said he could for me,"
writes Mrs. Wm. Hilliard, of Mountainburg, Ark., "I took Cardui, on the advice of a friend, and it helped me so much.
'Before taking Cardui, I had suffered from female
troubles for five years, but since taking it, I am in good health.
I think there is some of (he best advice in
your book
that I ever saw." Your druggist sells Cardui. Try it.
dies' AdvjCTry Dept., Chattanooga MediJine Co.. Charlanooea. Tenn..
yrttftyInstructions,
for Special
and
book. "Home Treatment for Women." sent free.
ge

No. 1203.

Territory of New Mexico, Plaintiff,

vs.
The Unknown Owners of the Piedra
Lumbre Land Grant, Defendants.
The said defendants are hereby notified that a complaint has been filed
against them in the district court for
the county of Rio Arriba, Territory
aforesaid, that being the court in
which said cause is pending, by said
plaintiff, the Terrilory of New Mexico, the general object of said action
(being the collection of taxes levied
upon and assessed against the prop- erty of the defendants in the county
of Rio Arriba and Territory afore-'sai-d

for the years

1901,

1902,

1903,

,1904, 1905, 1906, 1907 and 1908 for territorial, county, school and special
purposes, in the sum of three thousand seven hundred and one dollars
j

and eighty cents ($3,701.08)
the
amount of said taxes and penalties,
and for interest, as will more fully
appear by reference to the complaint
filed in said cause. And that unless
you enter your appearance in said
cause on or before the 2nd day of
May, A. D., 1910, judgment will be
rendered against you in said cause by
default.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and the seal of said
court at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this
15th day of February, A. D., 1910.
.

(Seal)

FRANK W. SHEARON,
'
Clerk.

LOS ANGELES

SAN DIEGO,

$35.20
SAN FRANCISCO

$45.20
One way via
PORTLAND or
SEATTLE,

$60.90
Dates of Sale, April 4 to
8, July 2 to 8, Sept. 1 to
7, Sept. 24 to 30, 1910.
PORTLAND,
SEATTLE,
TACOMA,

VANCOUVER and
VICTORIA B. C.

$55.00

Dates of Sale, May 28th
to June 3rd, July 9th to
16th.
Return Limit, three months from
date of sale. Call on address,
H. H, LUTZ, Aent
Santa Fe, N.M.

(From the New Meixcan of this Date

20

1890.)

Yea.s Ago

Editorial We call attention to an
editorial entitled "The Admission ot
New States" copied from the Los Angeles Tribune, the leading paper in
Southern California. New Mexico is
thankful for any and all aid, and may,
as soon as she has a couple of senators, be of aid even to the great and
growing state of California. In many
respects New Mexico is a Pacific coast
territory, and many of her interests
are identical with those of the Pacific
coast states.

TO

jay

LOST

yesterday in the presence of a "large;
number of spectators, the Fort .uaic
grays and a picked nine of civilians
contesting for honors. The game was
played with much spirit and resulted
in the victory for the town cracklings
by a score of 2 to 10. H. B. Motter,
of St. Joe, who is somewhat of a base
ball crank himself, and withall a
mighty clever gentleman, held down
first base very gracefully for the

its tour are under the well known
presario Agust Avery.

The seat sale for James Keane and
his vaudeville company will open at
Fischer's durg store 9 o'clock Saturday morning. Mr. Keane will play
here at the Elks' theatre Tuesday,
March 29. Mr. Keane has been playing to large houses in Albuquerque
and his organization is said to be first
class. He has six big feature acts.
Prominent in Mr.' Keane's support is
'Senor Baptiste Boronda late of the
Lombardi Opera Company of New Orleans. He will sing English and Spanish songs. Another feature is Anita
Morretti said to be a comedienne of
rare beauty. Her gowns of the latest
Parisian modes will interest the
The well known English
ladies.
comedian, F. Page, is also a member
of the organization. The company and

together with three special Records
from the May list all on sale March 25th
there a Phonograph in your home ? Just read
through this list of Standard (two minute) and
Amberol (four minute) Records, to say nothing of
the three special Records, "By the Light of the Silvery
Moon" made in both Edison Standard and Amberol
Records and the "Cubanola Glide," rushed through a
month ahead of time in order to reach you at the height
of their popularity. Consider the diversity of musical
taste to which it appeals, and see if you don't find a big
incentive for having an Edison Phonograph in your home.

IS

im-

Standard

Amberol
IBS

391
395
396
397

398

contralto, and Fritz N. Huttman,
tenor. They are all artists of grand
opera experience, and their rendition
of some of the most difficult passages
from Ti Trovatore,' and 'Martha,'
aroused the big audiences yesterday
to a high degree of enthusiasm, and
they had to bow their acknowledgments repeatedly."

309

400
401

402
403
404
405
406
407

408
409
410
411

412

staff. For some time the impression
has prevailed in army circles that Fort
Bliss would be abandoned as the result of the concentration policy now
followed by the war department. Fort
Clark, near Del Rio met this fate, and
its. garriosn will in the future be
stationed at Fort Houston in this city,
which has been converted into a
brigade post.

n

Morning Noon and Niuht in Vienna
National (London I Military Band
I'm Longing (or the Old Days. Marguerite
Manuel Romain
That Mesmerizing Mendelssohn Tune
Culling and Harlan
Selection from " Babes in Toyiand "
Victor Herhert and His Orchestra
VAcsit L. Davenport
Sheridan's Ride
Old Jims Christmas Hymn . Anthony & Harrison
L'.dward M. Favor
It's Lie
(;avatinafonl'LaFavorita''.. II Uenne llenton
Marie Dressier
Haatus Take Me Back
Down in the Little Mossy Deli. Stanley & Gillette
Golden & Hushes
The Two Happy Darkey Boys
The Thunderer and The (iladia.or M-- eta
Frederick IT. Potter and Chorus
Betsy Ross.
Ldison Mined Quartette
Saved by Grace
Billy Murray and Quartette
Lady Love
American Symphony Ori hestia
Mia Cara Walti
My Love is Greater than the World
W. IT. Thompson
Ada Jones and Len Spencer
Ludwiu's Air Castle
Wait for the W aeon Medley ... Premier Quartette
A Day at West Point . . New York Military Band

...

EDISON GRAND OPERA AMBEROL RECORDS
Air d'Acathe
B183 Freischuts Grand
(Weber)
Orchestra Accompaniment (Sung in French)
Marrruerita Sylva
B1S4
de la ileur
Carmen Romance
(Bizet
Orchestra Accompaniment JSu
B185
B186
B18?

10335
10336
10337
1033S

1033.
10340
10311

l'l10.113
W''

Sound's Rand'
Dixieland
I'd Uather Say " Hello " Than Suv " Cood-Hy- e
Manuel Knmaio
Collin ami Harlan
Zoo I.oo
His Orchestra
To a Wild Rose. .Victor Herbert
ord
Hefore I Go and Marry 1 will Have a
da Jonea
With You
Harrison
Ble.it lie lie Tie That Minds, Anthony
Kd ward Meeker
Come After Breakfast
The Despatch Rider. . .... Alexander Prune
I m le .losh in a
t ninese Laundry. . al Stewart
The llelle of the Barbers' Ball

'!'--

T hey Tell
i

Sn

r rn T? ti war J

in

Miss Liberty March.

1

t

Uw

WouthernVoS' lVZ
"

.

.'.rk
.New Y
Military Baud
m
q

nj
. n . I
fct mrm
1 1 I
1 LF
SlfrI
L

l

V-l.-

di

By the Light of the Silvery Moon
Ada Jones and Male Quartette
Amberol 432 The Cubanola Glide
Collins and Harlan with Xew York Military Band
Standard 10362 By the Light of the Silvery Moon
Ada Jones

Amberol 421

There are Ldison dealers everywhere, do to
the nearest and hear the Edison Phonograph
p,y ,)oth Edjs0 Standard and Amberol
Records.
Get complete catalogs from your
Romeo et Juliette Valse (Gounod) Orchestra
(Sung in French)
Accompanimeut
dealer or froin US.
Blanche Arral
Edison Phonographs . . ?1.;() t J
Hamlet Brindisi (Thomas) Orchestra Arcom- 35
Kdison Standard Records
paniment (Sung ill Italian). .Ernesto Caronna
60
TXtr:ArmPammenimh"
J'Mison AmberolRerords (play twicea.long)
Edison Orand Opera Records
Wal'er Soomer
.loanal.Ul)
(Sung in German)
National Phonograph Company, 75 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J.
.

Medicines Made from Roots and Herbs
In the good
days of
our grandmothers they depended upon medicines made from the roots and
herbs of the field to cure disease.
manner as provided by the statutes of
ico, U. S. A.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Coms
of said
The undersigned G. F. Flick, Presi- New Mexico and the
pound, that standard remedy which is
made from roots and herbs for wo- dent, and D. J. Splane, Secretary, of company, and
man's ills, had its origin in this way. the iSanta Fe Irrigation and ImproveWHEREAS, The stockholders have
For thirty years it has been redeem- ment Company, a corporation organiz- duly considered the matter of author-- '
ing its promises written on the label ed under the laws of the Territory of izing said increase of the capital stock
of every bottle by curing thousands New Mexico, IT. S. A., HEREBY CER- of said corporation to Three Hundred
of women of feminine ills. It's a good TIFY that a Special Stockholders' j Thousand Dollars ($300,000.00)
and
built and operated grants to its own- honest medicine.
in the amendment thereby
called
of
said
to
corporation
Meeting
of
j
line
required
a
ers the right to establish
pursuance of the laws of New Mexico me Articles or incorporation or
steamers plying between its termini
of said company and by Charter of said Company;
and the s
Certificate of Comparison.
and Pacific coast points of the United
the giving of a notice to each and all
New
of
Mexico,
Territory
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED,
States.
of the stockholders of record and That the capital stock of the Santa Fe
Office of the Secretary.
of
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the holding all the outstanding stock
Irrigation and Improvement Company,
A failing tiny nerve no larger than
the
as
manner
the
in
said
an irrigation corporation existing and
corporation
do
hereby
the finest silken thread takes from Territory of New Mexico,
s
of said corporation provide, organized under the laws of the Terri
record
was
filed
for
there
that
certify
the Heart its impulse, its power, its
s
of the stockhold- tory of New Mexico, be and the same !
office at 1:30 o'clock p. m. on more than
regularity. The Stomach also has its in this
ers
in.
of all the outstanding is hereby increased from its present
interest
D.
twenty-secon- d
A.
of
the
March,
day
hidden, or inside nerve. It was Dr.
to Ar- stock having voting powers in said capitalization, One Hundred Thousand
Shoop who first told us it was wrong 1910, Certificate of Amendment
Fe Ir- corporation and represented in person Dollars ($100,000.00), to the sum of
Santa
ticles
of
of
Incorporation
to drug a weak or failing Stomach,
or by legal proxy at a meeting of said Three Hundred
Thousand Dollars
rigation and Improvement Company,
Heart or Kidneys. His iprescription
stockholders held at the principal of- ($300,000.00), of one class of stock,
and
No.
stock,
6371,
increasing capital
Dr. Shoop's Restorative is directed
the follow- fice of the company on the 19th day common stock, and the shares to repstraight for the cause of these ail- also, that I have compared
with
the orig- of March, A. D. 1910, voted in favor of resent said capital stock of Three
same,
the
of
ments these weak and faltering in- ing copy
amending the Articles of Incorpora- Hundred Thousand Dollars ($300,-- I
side nerves. This, no doubt clearly inal thereof now on file, and declare it tion of said Santa Fe
Irrigation and 000.00) shall have a par value of One
correct
therefrom
to
a
be
transcript
explains why the Restorative has of
Company
by increasing j Dollar ($1.00) each,
Improvement
late grown so rapidly in popularity. and of the whole thereof.
the
of
said
stock
corporation j BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
capital
Great
the
hand
Given
and
under my
Druggists say that those who test the
from its present authorized capital,
New
of
of
Seal
Mexico,
the
soon
of InTerritory
j That Article 4 of the Certificate
Restorative even for a few days
One Hundred Thousand ($100,000.00)
become fully convinced of its wonder- at the City o Santa Fe, the Capital, Dollars to Three Hundred Thousand corporation of the said Santa Fe Irri
day of March,
ful merit. Anyway, don't drug the on this twenty-secon- d
gation and Improvement
Company
($300,000.00) Dollars, and more than filed
with the Secretary of the Terriorgan. Treating the cause of sickness A. D. 1910.
two- - thirds in interest of all of said
NATHAN JAFFA,
of New Mexico on the Gth day of
is the only sensible and successful (Seal.)
stockholders of said corporation hav- tory
Co.
1905, be .and the same is
Secretary of New Mexico.
February,
way. Sold by Stripling-Burrow-s
of
Certificate of Amendment of Articles ing voting powers did vote in favor
amended to read as follows:
hereby
of Incorporation and Increase of the preambles and resolutions authorizing
"Section 4. The amount of the cap- UNCLE SAM WILL
Irri- said amendment and said increase, ' ital stock of said
Fe
Santa
of
the
Stock
Capital
company (meaning
ENLARGE FORT BLISS.
which preambles and resolutions are said
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improve-- I
gation and Improvement Company,
San Antoino, Texas, March 24.
as
in
follows:
words
and figures
a Corporation existing under the
ment Company) shall be Three Hun
Instead of abandoning Fort Bliss at
WHEREAS, The Board of Directors dred Thousand Dollars ($300,000.00)
Laws of the Territory of New Mex- El Paso, Texas, as had been rumored,
of the Santa Fe Irrigation and Im- divided into Three Hundred Thousand
the war department has now decided
provement Company have passed a (300,000) shares of the par value of
to enlarge it to a regimental post. Bids
resolution declaring that it is advis One Dollar ($1.00) each."
have been called for the construction
able to change and alter the CertiBE IT FURTHER
RESOLVED,
of a set of officers' quarters and adficate of Incorporation of said comThat the President and Secretary of
ditional barracks will be erected in the
stock
pany by increasing the capital
said corporation be and they are herenear future. The accommodations at
of said corporation from its present
authorized and required to file the
by
the post are now confined to the houst,
Hunauthorized capital,
One
certificate of said inlegally
a
a
of
battalion
and
regimental
ing
dred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00), crease required
of said capital stock and of the
t,
Hundred
to the sum,
of Three
amendment to the said Articles of InThousand Dollars $(300,000.00), and
corporation of said Santa Fe IrrigaDAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
WHEREAS, The Board of Directors tion and Improvement Company, or
of said company, in pursuance of the an affidavit of the assent of
s
statutes in such cases made and pro- in interest of all the stockholders of
vided and in pursuance of the
the outstanding stock of this corporaNEff MEXICO CENTRAL and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN of said company,
did on the 28th day tion with the
proper officers of the
of February, 1910, call a special meet- Territory of New Mexico, and to do
8.41!
m.
a.
RETURNING
Leaving Santa Fe
ing of stockholders of said Santa Fe any and all other acts and things reLeaving El Paso 8.00 a. m.
Arriving Kl Paso 10,40 p. n.,
Irrigation and Improvement Company, quired by the laws of the Territory
Arriving Santa Fe 9.45 p. m.
a corporation existing under the laws of New Mexico to make said increase
Close connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif., and
of the Territory of New Mexico, to be of said capital stock and said amendpoints in Southern New Mexico and Arizota on Southern
holden at the principal office of said ment effective at the earliest time.
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.
company in the Laughlin Block in the
WE DO HEREBY FURTHER CERof Santa Fe in said Territory of TIFY that the total
City
outstanding stock
QUICK TIME TO ALL POINTS EAST
New Mexico, on the 19th day of of said
corporation
having
voting powT
I WHUeave Santa Fe 8 45 a. m.
T1 Idlf! 111).
March, A. D. 1910, at the hour of ten ers is 58,752 shares of one class of
at Kansas Oity 5,50 p. m. next.day
4 Arrive
o'clock in the forenoon, and
Arrive at Chicago 80 a. m. 2nd day
stock; that there were present at said
"W.
&
WHEREAS, Legal notice has been meeting stockholders or legally auS.
Island
P.
Rock
E.
trains carry Standard
ani
given to each and all of the stock- thorized proxies for stockholders ownPullman and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars and Coaches
holders of record of the said Company ing 51.72G shares having voting powmore than fifteen days before the said ers; that the holders of 51,726 shares
J.P.LYNG,
19th hay of March, A. D. 1910, in the j voted in favor of said preambles and
City Freight t Passenger Agent.
--
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jet ear ring on

Reward

Don

If returned

WANTED A position by good chef
Cook in hotel or private residence. S.
ida, Peerless Hotel.

Referring to Antoniette LeBrun and
company of grand opera artists, who
will sing here April 4, the Indianapolis Morning Star declares it to be one
of the best singing companies ever
heard in that city. The Star says:
"The company is comprised of Antoinette Le Brun, soprano, Robert
Marie Rapiort,
Mallory, baritone,

WILL MAKE COAST REGIONS
OF MEXICO ACCESSABLE.
San Antonio, Texas, March 24.
The Mexican Pacific Railroad Company, a corporation recently chartered
under the laws of Delaware, has acquired the property and concessions
of the Mexican-AmericaHolding Improvement Company for the purpose
of building a railroad down the Mexican coast of the Pacific. The road
will be about 930 miles in length and
will connect Manzanillo, the southern
terminus of the Mexican Central in
the Guadalajara division, and the port
of Salina Cruz ort the Isthmus of
A vast and rich terTehuantepez.
ritory will be opened by the line. Engineering difficulties in great number
must be overcome by the builders of
the system, the country being a series
x
traversed oy
of narrow
canons
and
escapements.
high
deep
The concession under which it will be

black

LOST Sorrel pony, white stripe In
face. Return to E. P. Davies, Santa
Fe and claim reward.

piaygrs

and

A

Caspar avenue.
to this office.

civilians.
Capt. T. W. Collier, editor of the
Raton Range, spent a pleasant day
Elsewhere in this paper appears among friends here yesterday.
His Grace Archbishop Salpointe will
the financial report of Mr. Bergere's insurance companies, not one of which arrive home from Rome the last of
but makes an excellent showing. He this week.
Hon. T. B. Catron is in Las Cruces
conducts the largest and best insurconnection with several Southern
in
ance agency in the territory.
The baseball season was opened Pacific railroad suits.

3lay5
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WANTED A bay roadster, weighing about l'OO to 1,100 lbs. Age between 5 and 7 years. Write at once.
Box 422

Santa

Fe.

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael, Real Estate.
CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Experience unnecessary. Sell our brands
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
for full particulars at once. Globe
Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.
CAPITAL for meritorious mining,
and railroad entermanufacturing
For particulars apply to.
prises.
Charles T. Johnson & Co., Suite 00,
Warder Bldg., Washington, D. C.
all of the stockholders of the outstanding stock of said corporation was
given to said amendment and increase
of the capital stock of said corporation as set forth in the foregoing instrument in the manner provided by
the statutes of the Territory of New
Mexico.
Witness my hand and seal.
W. E. GRIFFIN,
(Seal.)
Notary Public.
My commission expires July 19,
1913.

Endorsed:
No. C371.
Cor. Rcc'd Vol G, Page 47
Certificate of Amendment to Articles
of Incorporation of Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement Company, increasing capital stock, filed in office
of Secretary of New Mexico, March
22, 1910, 1:30 p. m.
NATHAN JAFFA,

Secretary.
Compared

C .F. K.

to J. O.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Small holding claim No. 1420.
Serial 012530, Pecos Forest. Not
Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
in support of his claim under sections
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
(2G Stats., 854), as amended by the
act of February 21, 1S93 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Register and Receiver at Santa Fe. N. M., on April 21, 1910, viz.:
Tiburcio Roibal, heir of Jesus M. Roi-ba- l,
of Rowe. N. M.. for the N 2
SE
NE
Sec. 32, and the S
Sec. 29, T. 16 N., R. 13 E., N. M. P. M.
of 160 acres.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for' twenty
years next preceding the survey ot
the township, viz.:
Cleofes Garcia, and Calletano Garcia, of Rowe, N. M., Vicinte Quintana
and Antonio Roibal, of Pecos, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given an

resolutions above set forth and of
making said amendment and the increase of the capital stock of said corporation from One Hundred Thousand
(100,000) shares to Three Hundred
Thousand (300,000) shares as aforesaid, and that thereupon said preambles and resolutions were declared
by the President carried and said
change and increase of the capital
stock duly and legally made and that
said resolutions and said change of
the Articles of Incorporation and the
increase of the capital stock of said
corporation, as aforesaid, are now in
force and effect. The statutory agent
of this corporation is N. B. Laughlin,
Santa Fe, N. M.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, We have
hereunto set our hands and affixed
the corporate seal of said Santa Fe
Irrigation and Improvement Company
as by statute is in such cases made opportunity at the
e
and provided.
time and place to
the
G. F. FLICK,
witnesses of said claimant, and to of(Seal.)
fer evidence in rebuttal of that subPresident.
mitted by claimant.
D. J. SPLANE, Secretary.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
of
New
of
Mexico,
County
Territory
Santa Fe, U. S. A., ss:
Register.
On this 21st day of March, A. D.,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
1910, before me personally appeared
G. F. Flick and D. J. Splane both per- Small Holding Claim No. 1421.
Serial
Pecos Forest. Not
sonally known to me to be the Presi- Coal Land.012531,
dent and Secretary respectively of the
of the Interior,
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement Department
United States Land Office.
unCompany, a corporation existing
Santa Fe, N. M., March 5, 19110.
der the laws of the Territory of New
Notice is hereby given that the folMexico, and to me known to be the lowing named claimant has filed nopersons described in and who exe- tice of his intention to make final
cuted the foregoing instrument, and
proof In support of his claim under
acknowledged that they executed the sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
same as their free act and deed 3, 1891
(26 Stats., 854), as amended
and as the free act and deed of the by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
said Santa Fe Irrigation and Improve- Stats., 470), and that said proof will
ment Company.
be made before Register and Receiver
Witness my hand and notarial seal. at Santa Fe, N. M.( on April 21, 1910,
viz: Mariano Quintana, heir of Isidro
W. E. GRIFFIN,
(Seal.)
Quintana, of Rowe, N. M., for the W
Notary Public.
NW
NE
Sec. 28, NE
19,
My commission expires
July
Sec. 29, SE
SE
of Sec. 20, T.
1913.
Territory of New Mexico, County of 16 N., R. 13 E.. N. M. P. M., containing 160 acres.
Santa Fe, U. S. A., ss:
He names the following witnesses
On this 21st day of March, A. D.
to prove his actual continuous ad
1910, before me appeared G. F. Flick,
verse possession of said tract for
President, and D. J. Splane, Secretary,
surto me personally known, who each be- twenty years next preceding the
of the township, viz.:
vey
ing by me duly sworn did say that
Cleofes Garcia, Calletano Garcia, of
said G. F. Flick is President and said
N. M.; Vicente Quintana and
Rowe,
D. J. Splane is Secretary of the said
Antonio Roibal, of Pecos, N. M.
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Any person who desires to protest
Company, a corporation existing under against the allowance of said proof,
the laws of the Territory of New Mex- or who knows of any substantial reaico, U. S. A., and that the seal affixed son under the laws and regulations of
to the said
above
instrument the Interior Department why such
is the
corporate seal of said proof should not be allowed will be
corporation, and that said in- given an opportunity at the
strument was signed
e
and sealtime and place to
ed by each of them as President and
the witnesses of said claimant
Secretary of said corporation by au- and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
thority of the stockholders of said cor- that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
poration; also did say upon oath that
s
In Interest of
the assent of
Register.
1--
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Minor City Topics.
No--

(Continued
4

fresh candles for
Fischer Drug Co.
LADIES I am now prepared to do
Mrs. F. P.
all kinds of dressmaking.
We will have

Easter.

GROCERY AND BAKERY

Red, White and Yellow

full assortment of Garden
and Flower Seeds.
Pl0lrt.4

F. ANDREWS

Ptae

1

1.

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

of building material.

YA.RDON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Red Phone 100

Phone Red 100

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.
satisfaction assured
Nlfhl bLAbb CORRICK'S HACK LINE IohrFok.Prop
HACK

SERVICE

figlL

From Pago Two.)

Bnggies and Saddle Horses

Baca in Gallegos Block.
Mrs.
Ill With Ptomaine Poisoning
ill at
B. M. Lingenfelter is seriously
Albuquerque with ptomaine posion-ing- .
Death of Young Matron Mrs. Mary
Matson Skinner, wife of J. B. Skinner,
died at Albuquerque yesterday at the
age of 28 years. She leaves a husband and a three year old daughter.
Over an Hour Late Santa Fe
trains Nos 10 and 3, due at noon were
over an hour late, but most of the
delay was on the Lamy branch as the
main line trains were reported nearly
on time.
Salmon's Ad Attention is called to
the large display advertisement of
Salmon's store in this issue. Those
who want clothes of any kind for this
season will do well to read the announcements in this advertisement
which covers a wide range of articles
of apparel.
Jury Men Were Intoxicated Says
a dispatch from Belen: "Special Officer C. M. Whitaker of the Santa Fe,
and Deputy Sheriff Fred P. Becker
were fined $10 at Belen for entering
a house to serve a 'bench warrant issued by Judge M. C. Mechem after indictment by the grand jury of a man
for maintaining a bawdy house. Whitaker and Becker were fined after a
jury summoned by the justice of the
peace had found them guilty of entering a residence without permission.
It is alleged that several of the jurors
were drunk when they 'brought in the
above verdict. Whitaker and Becker
have appealed to the district court.
They were required to furnish $o00
bond each.
Choice plants and cut flowers for
Easter. Fischer Drug Co.
An
Lecture
Instructive
Says
Charles A. Hall, principal of the high
school at Kingman, Kan.: "Professor
Patty's lecture and demonstration in
our high school auditorium tonight
was eminently satisfactory. Intensely interesting and instructive from
start to finish, it appealed to young
and old alike. Especially did it interest the boys who will long remember
the wonderful things they saw, yet
withal it was highly scientific. Professor Patty embraces the opportunity to
drop a word of appeal for high school
and college education, which is sure
to stick in some boy's mind and hear
fruit some day." Do not fail to hear
him tomorrow night at the high school
hall. Get your reserved seats at Stripling--
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lean's Issue of yesterday cast as a vote
was for Miss Duvall. The ballots will
likely come in strong toward the end
of the week but no time should be lost
as the contest is a short one. It will
close April 2 and the ballots must be
in the office by 8 o'clock on the mor-in- g
of April 4 so that the prize, of a
box at the opera Tuesday night, April
a
will lia awardoil in nlontir nf time.
n, hnllnt. is nrinted each day in tne
two and should
New Mexican on page
7
be filled out with the name of the
teacher voted for and the voter. The
ballots must be brought to the office
of the New Mexican where thy will be
counted by Manager Michael Stanton,
of the Elks theater.
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vertising obtained through the

street yesterday and stretching year's exposition,
out at his ease took his solar siesta
Chicago will have another
Cisco

j

-

-

Mi";:: T

merel for general advertisi
but b
a separate campaign of five or ten
thousand lines of special advertising,
for that particular locality and project,
This special advertising together with
exhibits at this exposition will do a
great deal as to advertising this par- ticular section and I would suggest
that your association communicate
with R. P. Cross, secretary, United
States land anil irrisratinn cnslfinn
,115 Adams street, Chicago, 111.
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Capt. Bogardus Again Hits the Bull's
Eye.
This world famous rifle shot who

N HEALTH
BRQKEN
AND IN POCKET BOOK.
-

Alamogordo, March 24 On Easter,
Sunday, Rev. S. B. Gailaway, pastor
ot the First Baptist church, xull con- .
wullam H. Axtell, a w&Tm pergona,
duct special services or the Knights frfend q Frederick A
hag
reTemplar who will attend m full
writ-- i
irom Mrg
ceIyed &
:alia. All other Masonic bodies will ten in
Valparaiso, Chile, in which she
attend.
says the. doctor is broken in health
Owing to the fact that there are now without funds and unable to con- -'

pigeons ,n 10Q consecutive snots l3
llTlng at Lincoln I1L Recently inter-viewed he says: "I have suffered a
long time with kidney and bladder
trouble and have used several well
known kidney medicines all of which

i

i

Alamogordo people, a movement is on hafc hg discovered
foot to put the White Sands road in
Dr Axte1
good shape for travel, which wiU be ,
the
... :
...ill
.
.
win aijive quiLiy
will settle
and
day
than the
and more

,e
the1
according to
and hig
: ..
.
..
iu iew TT
i vi k
down for. a quiet

Before l
pmB
ng Fole s Kld
used Foley's Kidney Pills I was sub- tQ seyere headache and
lng
ject
jn m..
my l.inmm
wuucjo wilu aupyressiuu ouuJ
oftentimes a cloudy vomiting. While
interesting
viting
upon arising in the morning I would
wnue Kanns. ureal mouniams oi
dull headaches Now I have takget
lure white gypsum furnish a site for LINCOLN COUNTY SEAT DISPUTE. en three bottles of Foley's Kidney
an interesting outing.
Pills and feel 100 per cent better. I
Lee Glasscock, with his new auto,
am never bothered with my kidneys
from
(Continued
Page One.)
took J. G. Wolfinger, W. K. Stalcup
nr Hlinlflfir anrl inro mnro faol Hlra
and L. R. Hughes to El Paso on Tues-- '
There. .is quite a controversy over wa-- my own self. All this I owe solely
afternoon.
tn vn,ova iri
da, movement in the
iV
tma
ow0
'
uon cau8eu T"
Lue m!!
A
is on foot to start a ler ISIUS
mV
.
to
recommend
them
my
rathnumerous
the
applications for
fruit canning factory for Alamogordo
t
roodv fn Atrotinn h the fruitier meager ssuppiy oi waier mat nave,
j
season.
It is argued that as more Deen nei lately,
New
Mexrca.i Printing ComThe
Territorial Board of Education,
fruit is grown hereabouts than cas
on
has
hand
a large supply ot
pany
education
The territorial board of
be marketed that a cannery will jusand
tablets
for zebool
suitable
pads
,
at
this
the
afternoon
convened
mar-of
for
the
capital
fruit
tify the saving
for
the
also
and
desk,
work,
lawyers
Mills
at two o'clock with Governor
ket.
G. W. A. Latham has sold his Fres- - presiding. This forenoon there was a and merchants: good everywhere. We
nal canon ranch to parties who will meeting in the Hall of Representa-conver- t will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
it into an apple and straw-- tives of the special committee to draft
berry farm. Mr. Latham has located a syllabus for a manual of studies
HACK LINE
in Alamogordo for his future home. needful for a professional teachers' WOODY'S
His Fresnal ranch has long enjoyed certificate.
Prom
the reputation of producing fine straw-- ; U. S. Land and Irrigation Exposition
Sulberries.
L.
Territorial Engineer Vernon
BARRANCA TO TAOS
livan has issued the following circu- South
TOOK A SUN BATH;
lar letter to various irrigation enter- - Meets Both North
WAS TAKEN TO JAIL. prises in the Territory:
Bounds Trains.
You no doubt are familiar with the
Barranca on the arrival oi
Leaves
Man Who Climbed on Top of Kaune's advantages of exhibiting and advertis-Stor- e
hound train and arrives at
north
the
for a Rest is Resting in
ing in the United States land and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Igation exposition that was held in
Ten miles shorter than any other
Chicago last year. I did not appreci- Good covered hack and good
way.
Co.
in
not
ate
to
value
our
the
of this exposition
favor of reclining
Apparently
teams.
Most
for
on porches or sitting at windows to '.Territory until I was east last fall
Voting
Popular Teacher
The voting contest for the most popu- take his sun bath, like manv tourists when I heard a great deal about New
Tiling- elexxa to Stains Fas
lar teacher in Santa Fe is on. The and healthseekers who come here, a Mexico, information of which had been caw reT Gft!rta03?ta.tla !
first coupon cut from the New Mex1 man climbed on top of the roof of the'obtained from the' exhibiting and adTrip
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EASTER

jr

FRE

We've made great preparation for your EASTER Outfitting WeVe
the best of everything. The rule that everybody must appear in something new on EASTER SUNDAY, is becoming more firmly established

each year.

If you are not in need
of one of our handsome Spring
& MARX"
suits, or Overcoats, allow us to call
your attention to our splendid line of
"HART-SCHAFFNE- R

mis ana

n

tion this coming season which will
push particularly to community adver- tismg and the managers feel that it
is more essential to rivet the atten- tion of the people on a particular section of the country where development is going on.
If each community or project will
- r
alarm was spread that a man had provide for an exhibit at the exposi- :
and .tinn it will rrnrY.of n ;n n
broken out of the penitentiary
"
1
,1

-'

men s

exposi-i-

great comfort. All might have
been well and the health giving prop- erties of the sun s rays might have
had a sobering tendency on the sun
admirer had not Exalted Ruler A. J.
Fischer spied the man.
The clothes of the sun bather re- -

e
Accordl
& Btrenuous life was preScribed
by
D
,st Fischer The marshal came
wJth stentoHan comr,ands order-- '
ed thg sjeepe,r to awake an COme off
the roof. The man finally did so and
ALAMOGORDO
HAS
hustled off to jail.
iwas
THE AUTO FEVER.
There was a sigh of relief when it
was learned that the siesta taker was
Road is Planned to the Whrte Sand- ssjmpy recuperating from bibulous
Sermon to the KnigntS lempiar
mofi tha
n,.mio,,jHp anH
on Easter Morning.
penitentiary wau.
(Special Correspondence

last

Haoeraasnery

m

A new Easter Tie and Hat every
man and boy must have!
Exclusive Neckwear.

The Best of Moves
CHOICE SHIRTS and HOSIERY,
etc., etc.
You know that this is always the
store for the choicest Outfitting-th- e
real swell things.

NATHAN

This Week will be our Spring Opening Week,
and we extend a most cordial invitation to every -bo Jy to call to see the splendid lines of Spring.
Outfitting we are showing, We've made great
preparation for Spring, we're very enthusiastic
about our display and we want you to COME
TO SEE WHATS NEW!
Your visit will be both profitable and interesting. You'll see the best clothing for Men, Boys
and Children the country produces. You'll
see Correct Hats in various models. You'll see
the choisest Haberdashery that could be chosen.
You'll see Spring Outfitting that is handsome,
stylish, exclusive and different.
COME IN FOR A LOOK AT ANY

TIME YOU FIND IT CONVENIENT. STAY AS LONG AS YOU
WISH AND LOOK AS MUCH AS
YOU WISH; OUR TIME IS ALL
YOURS AND YOUR VISIT WILL
BE APPRECIATED.

AL A O N

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

$5.00

